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ABSTRACT 
In this report we propose a method for comparing the efficiency and 
reliability of programs for solving systems of nonlinear equations. We use 
this method for comparing a great number of existing programs. The results 
of these comparisons are given in such a way that it is easy for the user 
to decide which program he should choose for solving a given system of 
nonlinear equations. 
KEY WORDS AND PHRASES: Systems of nonlinear equations, compa:r>ison of ef-
ficiency and. reliability of programs. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, the testing of numerical software becomes more and 
more important. There are several reasons for this development. One is the 
creation of large user libraries of numerical programs (IMSL [32], NAG [38], 
NUMAL [39] etc.), where the need for choosing the programs to be included, 
makes testing very urgent. Another reason is the confusing variety of pro-
grams in some fields of numerical mathematics, which makes it impossible for 
the unsophisticated user of numerical software to choose the right program 
for solving his problem. A lot of papers are devoted to the testing of soft-
-ware (HAGUE et al. [29], HILLSTROM [30], LOOTSMA [34], EINARSSON [23], HULL 
[31] etc.). However, many of the ideas suggested in the various papers are 
controversial or contradict each other. Therefore, we want to point out 
clearly the purposes of this report. In our opinion, the process of select-
ing useful numerical software consists of three stages: 
- analysis of the theoretical properties of the underlying algorithms; 
- analysis of the practical performance of the algorithms; 
- analysis of programs. 
We will elucidate these three stages~ 
I. Analysis of theoretiaal properties 
The algorithms should have a sound mathematical basis. It should be 
clear on what conditions convergence is guaranteed. 
2. Analysis of praatiaal performanae 
We are interested in two desirable properties. 
a. The work that has to be done to solve a problem. We say that an algorithm 
is more efficient than another for solving a problem, when the work that 
has to be done for solving this problem with this algorithm is less than 
for solving with the other algorithm. 
b. The capability of an algorithm to compute accurate answers to severe 
problems or to compute answers at all to such problems. This is called 
reliability or robustness. 
One should realize that the most efficient algorithm for solving rela-
tively easy problems may frequently fail in solving severe problems. More-
over, an algorithm. that is capable of solving severe problems will usually 
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not be efficient for solving easy problems. For instance, evaluating a func-
tion for all representable numbers on a computer is clearly a robust method 
for finding a solution of an equation in one variable, however, using inter-
polation will be far more efficient in most cases but may fail sometimes. 
In most practical cases, the user does not know in advance whether his 
problem is relatively easy to solve. Hence, he wants to choose the algorithm 
that has both the highest probability that it solves his problem and is the 
mos-t efficient algorithm for solving it. However, the arguments above indi-
cate that these wishes are rather contradictory in most cases. Hence, the 
user has to choose the appropriate algorithm by a method of trial and error. 
The goal of this report is to tell him which algorithm is the best to try 
first and which one when the first is failing and so on. 
In performing an analysis of the relative efficiency and reliability 
of some algorithm one should have some measure for these properties. For 
many non-iterative algorithms it is easy to count the number of basic arith-
metical operations (+,-,x,/) and the number of evaluations of the functions 
involved, if there are any. This gives a very practical measure of the ef-
ficiency of such algorithms. Furthermore, a theoretical analysis of non-iter-
ative algorithms will usually give enough information about the reliability. 
However, for iterative algorithms these problems are far more complicated. 
Although it is possible to count the number of arithmetical operations as 
well as the number of function evaluations performed at each iteration step, 
provided that there are no iterative subprocesses, we do not know the num-
ber of iteration steps needed to obtain a certain result. Therefore, we 
have to make programs which implement the iterative algorithms in order to 
be able to get this number for a representative set of testproblems. Clear-
ly, the reliability of the algorithm is measured by just counting the num-
ber of failures while solving the problems of the given set. By measuring 
the efficiency, however, we feel that we should not take into account the 
failures of an algorithm, since we know that it may fail in solving rela-
tively difficult problems. Therefore, it is necessary to create a set of 
relatively easy testproblems in a sense that should be specified clearly. 
This set should be used for comparing the efficiency of all algorithms. Ob-
viously, the notions efficiency and reliability as used in this report are 
dependent on the sets of testproblems chosen. Selection of these sets should 
be based on thorough theoretical and practical arguments. We tried to do 
so, but we do realize that it is still far from being ideal. 
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Finally, we want to emphasize that a measure for the efficiency of an 
algorithm should be as independent as possible of the environment in which 
the algorithm is used. Therefore, computation time is a very bad measure, 
since it depends on the running system of the computer (usually swapping 
time is added to normal computation time), on the hardware (the ratio of 
the time needed for addition and for multiplication varies from one computer 
to another), on the compiler used (see PARLETT & WANG [42]) and on many 
other things which are difficult to define precisely. 
3. Analysis of programs 
Examples of properties that the program should satisfy are: 
a. the program should be well-structured (built up from independent modules), 
so that error detection becomes easy; 
b. stopping criteria should be such that the required results can be guar-
anteed (if at all possible); some kind of error messages should be given 
when the algorithm breaks down; 
c. machine-dependent quantities should be avoided if at all possible, other-
wise they should be defined explicitly and the computation should be such 
that under- and overflow is avoided. 
In this report we will be concerned with the first two stages with re-
spect to the problem of solving systems of nonlinear equations, although 
the first stage is mainly restricted to giving relevant literature. 
In section l the problem is defined. In section 2 some theoretical 
background is given. Particularly, Newton-like algorithms are briefly dis-
cussed. In section 3 we describe the methods known and mention relevant lit-
erature about convergence and stability. In section 4 we list the programs 
which are chosen for testing. We did only choose those programs of which 
an implementation in ALGOL 60 or FORTRAN is readily available from the lit-
erature. We did not implement algorithms by ourselves since one of our pur-
poses is to present the unsophisticated user a guide for choosing an exist-
ing program for solving his problems. 
In section 5 we define the testproblems and we propose a classification 
of these problems. In section 6 we summarize the results of section l to 5 
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in some rules of thumb for the user. We give him the tools which should en-
able him to classify his problem. The main part of this report, at least 
quantitatively, consists of section 7 where the numerical experiments are 
described and where the results are given in tables and diagrams. In sec-
tion 8 conclusions about the efficiency and reliability of the various pro-
grams are given. Here we give the user the information that is necessary to 
make a reasonable decision about which program he should choose for his prob-
lem. 
Finally, the unsophisticated user is advised to examine his problem in 
the way that is advised in section 6, subsequently, to choose the program 
with the help of the conclusions given in section 8, and finally, to read 
the description of the program given in section 4 and to perform the modi-
fications proposed there. Doing so, he will not be involved with theoreti-
cal considerations and yet he will take advantage of the results of this re-
port as much as possible. 
1 • STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
We consider the problem of solving a system of nonlinear equations. 
Let F denote an n-dimensional continuous (nonlinear) function of n variables, 
defined on some region D e Rn: 
(1. 1) n n F: D c R -+E. • 
Then we want to compute some vector z e D, such that 
(1.2) n F(z) = 0 E R • 
In numerical analysis, a wide variety of problems may be formulated in such 
a way that the solution of a system of nonlinear equations is required for 
solving these problems. For instance, solving a two point boundary value 
problem 
u" = f(t,u), O:St:Sl, 
u(O) = a, u(l) = B, 
with a finite difference or finite element method gives rise to a system of 
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nonlinear equations if f(t,u) is nonlinear in u. Other problems, for which 
solving may require the solution of a system of nonlinear equations are 
elliptic boundary value problems, integral equations or two-dimensional var-
iational problems (see ORTEGA & RHEINBOLDT [40]). 
Algorithms for solving nonlinear problems are usually iterative. I.e., 
given any initial approximation x0 to z, the algorithm generates a series 
of approximations {x.}~ 1 to z, such that l. 1= 
lim x. = z. 
i-+«> ]_ 
It is very obvious that the choice of the initial guess may highly affect 
the convergence of the sequence {x.} to the solution vector z. Therefore, 
l. 
we give a more precise definition of the problem considered 
( 1.3) 
given F: D c lRn -+ lRn and x0 e: D; 
calculate z E D, such that F(z) = O. 
We denote this problem by 
( 1.4) [F(x) = O; x0 ; DJ. 
In this report we compare programs for solving problem (1.3). 
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
2.1. General theoretical considerations 
An iterative m-step method which uses the function and its first deri-
vative for solving problem (1.3) may generally be defined by: 
given xo, ••• ,xm-1' 
calculate fork= m-1,m,m+l, ••• 
(2.1.1) 
where J(x) is the so-called Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives. Speci-
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f ic examples are 
-1 
XJc+l = ~(XJc) = xk - [J(XJc)] F(~) (Newton's method), (2.1.2) 
(2.1.3) -1 XJc+l = ~(XJc) = ~ - [M(~)] F(~), 
where M(XJc) will usually be some approximation to J(XJc)• Most methods con-
sidered in this report, including Newton's method, can be given in the form 
(2.1.3). Therefore, we will pay some special attention to these so-called 
Newton-like methods. 
A theoretical analysis of Newton's method, which is based on the New-
ton-Kantorovich theorem can be found in the literature (e.g. ORTEGA & RHEIN-
BOLDT [40], COLLATZ [16], RALL [45]). For this method, one can prove that 
the error in ~(x) as an approximation to the solution z satisfies: 
(2.1.4) 2 l~(x)-zl ~ S(x,z)Dx-zD , 
-1 
where S(x,z) depends on ft[J(x)] U and the norm of the second derivative of 
the function in some region containing x and z (COLLATZ [16], BUS [14]). 
Hence, provided S(x,z) is bounded (i.e. J(x) is nonsingular and the second 
derivative is bounded) the asymptotic order of convergence of Newton's meth-
od is quadratic. 
However, the use of iteration formula (2.1.3) leads to the more compli-
cated bound for the error in ~(x): 
(2.1.5) R ~(x)-zl -1 ~ c 1(x)U[J(x)] Uftx-zU + 
-1 2 + (c 1 (x)U[J(x)] D + l)S(x,z)Dx-zH , 
where c 1(x) is a measure for the error in M(x) as an approximation to J(x) 
(BUS [14]). It is obvious from (2.I.5) that superlinear convergence of the 
method given by (2.1.3) can only be guaranteed if 
(2.1.6) for x -+ z. 
For somewhat different treatments of the convergence analysis of methods 
as given by (2.1.3) we refer to ORTEGA & RHEINBOLDT [40] or BOGGS & DENNIS 
[I]. 
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2.2. Numerical aspects 
Using a method as given by (2.1.3) on a computer, we are confronted 
with two kinds of problems due to the finite word length of a computer. The 
first one is that in computing M(xk) as an approximation to J(xk), the best 
we can obtain anyhow is a relative error which is about the same as the pre-
cision of arithmetic. Hence (2.1.6) cannot be satisfied. The second problem 
is the stability of the method for solving the linear system in each itera-
tion step. Using gaussian elimination for solving a linear system 
Ax b 
we obtain an upper bound for the relative error in the solution 
(2.2.1) II oxll lTX1t $ K(A)RE =a 
where Eis the precision of arithmetic, K(A) = llAllllA- 111 is the condition 
number of the matrix A and R is some constant, mainly depending on the or-
der of the system and specific details of the method used (WILKINSON [49]). 
It is assumed that K(A) << 1/s. 
Let ~(x) be the value obtained by evaluating the right hand side of 
(2.1 .3) with precision of arithmetic s. Then, we obtain for the error in 
~(x) as an approximation to z (BUS [14]): 
(2.2.2) - I 2 ll~(x)-zll $ sllxll + L(x)llx-zll + Q(x)lx-zll , 
where 
(2.2.3) L(x) -1 = B(x) + (1 + 8(x))c(x)ll [J(x)] II, 
(2.2.4) Q(x) = (1 + L(x))S(x,z), 
(2.2.5) 8(x) = (l+s)a(x) + E, 
a(x) and S(x,z) are given by (2.2.1), with A replaced by J(x), and (2.1.'4), 
respectively, and c(x) is a measure for the error in M(x) as a numerical 
approximation to J(x). 
Hence, using a method defined by (2.1 .3) for solving problem (1.3), 
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we can not expect to obtain a numerical solution in a relative precision 
which is higher than the precision of arithmetic. Furthermore, convergence 
at all depends on the value of 
S(x,z), the convergence factor of the exact Newton method, which depends on 
the problem, 
c(x) , a measure of the error in M(x) as a numerical approximation to J(x), 
which depends on the method as well as on the problem, 
S i::::1 a , which reflects the condition number of the linear subproblem and 
depends on the problem as well as on the method used for solving 
the linear system. 
Anyhow, 
(2.2.6) r(x) = L(x) + Q(x)Hx-zH, 
for x in some region U, containing the solution, is the critical number 
which reflects whether a problem is easily solvable by a given method. 
If 
r(x) < 1, for x E U 
then convergence is assured for each starting point in U. Since almost all 
methods given in this report may be described by (2.1.3), we will use in 
section 5.2 the quantity 
(2.2.7) 
where 
(2.2.8) 
r = sup r(x), 
XEU 
r(x) = EDxU + H~(x)-zH + L(x)U~(x)-xU, 
for selecting problems which are easy or difficult to solve (see also BUS 
[14]). 
2.3. The influence of sealing 
It is well known that scaling of the variables may influence the be-
haviour of a method for solving problem (1.3). 
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Suppose problem (l.3) is given and we introduce new variables x defined 
by 
(2.3.1) x = Dx, 
where D is some diagonal matrix with positive nonzero diagonal elements 
d. (i=l, ••. ,n). Then we obtain for the. Jacobian matrix i 
d - -1 
= dx F(x) = J(x)D 
and for the tensor of partial second derivatives 
H(x) = 
H .. k(x) iJ 
(H .. k(i)) iJ 
I 
-d d H. 'k(x). j k iJ 
aF. (x) 
i 
Hence, -1 S (x) , c (x), II [ J (x)] II and S (x, z) are all changed by scaling and there-
fore the number r may well be reduced. However, it is hard to prove such a 
statement for a specific problem. In practice, it seems best to scale the 
variables such that they all have about the same order of magnitude. Another 
reason for scaling in such a way may be that one wants to have all variables 
in about the same relative precision (see section 2.4). 
2.4. The choice of stopping criteria 
Since the methods used for finding the solution of a system of non-
linear equations are iterative, we have to find some stopping criteria. 
For these methods, the most connnonly used criteria are 
(2.4.1) 
(2.4.2) 
where t 0 , t 1, t 2 are tolerance values which should be given by the user. 
These criteria can be applied since these quantities are known in each iter-
ation step. In all methods discussed in this report, the calculation of a 
new iterate is done by some kind of linear approximation of the function 
and the error in such an approximation is highly dependent on the second 
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derivative of the function. When we take a Newton-like method as an example, 
we see from (2.2.2) that 
(2.4.3) E: Uxll + r (x) • llxk-zrl 
Hence, if the right hand side is nearly equal to I then the step length may 
satisfy (2.4.1) while the error in ~(xk) as an approximation to z may be al-
most arbitrarily large. We see from (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) that r(x) may be 
-I 
nearly equal to 1, without II xk -zll being small, when II [J(x)] II and/or the 
norm of the second derivative is large relative to 1. Therefore, it is de-
sirable to use both criteria (2.4.1) and (2.4.2) in an algorithm for solving 
nonlinear systems, although one should realize that this is also not enough 
to guarantee the required precision. In order to be sure, it is necessary 
to know more about the behaviour of the function considered. 
Finally, we should point out that scaling of the variables in such a 
way that each variable has about the same order of magnitude, is desirable 
when the usual norms are used (e.g. the euclidean or maximum-norm) in (2.4.l) 
and (2.4.2) and when one wants to obtain the variables in about the same 
precision. 
3. DESCRIPTION OF METHODS KNOWN 
3.1. Newton's method and some of its modifications 
The most collllllonly known method for solving nonlinear equations using 
analytical derivatives of the function is Newton's method (also called the 
method of Newton-Raphson). This method is defined by (2.1.2). However, in 
this form, it has the disadvantage that the user has to supply analytical 
expressions for the elements of the Jacobian matrix. This may be very dif-
ficult or even impossible. To remove this difficulty one can approximate 
the elements of the Jacobian matrix with difference formulas. Methods ob-
tained in this way are sometimes called discretized Newton methods and they 
are included in the class of Newton-like methods which are defined by (2.1.3). 
However, the approximation of the Jacobian matrix with difference formulas 
requires, even in its simplest form, at least n extra function evaluations 
(n denotes the number of variables). This appears to be inefficient, as 
I I 
will be shown from the experimental results. A second disadvantage of using 
discretized Newton methods is that they are sometimes very sensitive to the 
step size used. In fact, this step size should be balanced in such a way 
that the truncation error and the error due to cancellation of significant 
digits by subtracting two almost equal function values have the same order 
of magnitude. However, the truncation error depends on the norm of the sec-
ond derivative tensor which is usually not available. 
A second disadvantage of Newton's method, which is in fact shared with 
all Newton-like methods, is the possibility of divergence in cases that the 
Jacobian matrix is (nearly) singular for some xk. There is a simple strategy 
for avoiding an unstable behaviour when the Jacobian is only nearly singular. 
This is by using step size control. Instead of formula (2.1.2) the itera-
tion is then defined by 
(3.1.I) ~(x) = x - w(x)[J(x)J- 1F(x), 
where the scalar w(x) determines the step length and is chosen, for in-
stance, such that the method is norm-reducing in the sense that: 
(3.1.2) II F (~ (x)) II ~ II F (x) II • 
A strategy which can also deal with singular Jacobian matrices was origin-
ally given by LEVENBERG [33] and MARQUARDT [35]. It can be defined by: 
(3.1.3) T -1 ~(x) = x - [J(x) + A(x)J (x)] F(x), 
where A(x) ~ 0 is chosen such that J(x) + AJT(x) is nonsingular and mostly 
such that (3.1.2) is satisfied. 
A very elegant method for avoiding the problems of a singular Jacobian 
matrix is the use of the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. Here the iteration 
is defined by 
(3.1.4) + ~(x) = x - [J(x)] F(x), 
+ 
where A denotes the pseudo-inverse of the matrix A. 
One should note that for all these methods, the solution of a linear 
system is needed or even the calculation of the pseudo-inverse. Since the 
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number of arithmetical operations needed for such calculations is of order 
n cubed, it may be inefficient for large n. 
In order to give a theoretical analysis of the given methods, one 
should realize that they are all Newton-like methods, even the one given by 
(3.1.4) if the Jacobian matrix is assumed to be nonsingular. Therefore, the 
theory in section 2 can be applied. For a detailed analysis see BOGGS & 
DENNIS [l], BUS [14] or ORTEGA & RHEINHOLDT [40]. 
3.2. Generalized secant and related methods 
The secant method for solving the equation 
f(t) = 0 E R, t E R, 
which can be defined by 
can be extended to n dimensions. Then we calculate the next iterate as the 
intersection of n hyperplanes which interpolate F(x) at given points in a 
neighbourhood of x (see ORTEGA & RHEINBOLDT [40]). 
This method can be formulated as a Newton-like method in the following 
way: 
(3.2.1) 
(3.2.2) 
.(3. 2.3) 
1 n let x, x , ••• ,x be given; 
1 n H = [x-x , ••• ,x-x J 
i be the matrix with columns x - x , i = l, ... ,n; then 
-1 ~(x) = x - [M(x,H)] F(x), 
where 
-1 M(x,H) = [F(x+He1) - F(x), ••• ,F(x+Hen) - F(x)]H 
is an approximation to J(x). (Here e. denotes the i-th unit-
1. 
vector.) 
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Obviously, this method requires the solution of a linear system in every 
iteration step. In order to avoid this we can use [M(x,H)]-l, or rather the 
triangularized form of M(x,H), in a certain number of subsequent iteration 
steps. Such a modified generalized secant method can be defined by the super-
iteration (SCHWETLICK [47]): 
(3.2.4) 
(3.2.5) 
I n let x,x , .•• ,x be given, 
let moreover Hand M(x,H) be defined by (3.2.1) and (3.2.3) 
respectively 
then 
= x; 
fork= 0,1, .•. ,u compute 
where u is some fixed value which should depend on the order of 
convergence of the iteration. 
We call this a super-iteration, since u + l modified iteration steps are 
taken together as one step. Another useful modification of the generalized 
secant method is proposed by GRAGG & STEWART [28]. In their method the or-
thogonal decomposition of the subsequent matrices M(x,H) is used. The ad-
vantage is that, once this orthogonal decomposition is calculated, which 
requires O(n3) arithmetical operations, only O(n2) arithmetical operations 
are required to obtain the orthogonal decomposition of the matrix used in 
the next step. 
With the formulations (3.2.2) and (3.2.5) we may again use the analy-
sis of Newton-like method to obtain results about the convergence behaviour. 
However, the error in M(x,H) as an approximation to J(x) (in (3.2.2)) or 
J(v(k)(x)) (in (3.2.5)) is the most important problem here (note that His 
singular when x 1, .•. ,xn are linearly dependent). For further results about 
the stability and convergence of these methods, see GRAGG & STEWART [28], 
ORTEGA & RHEINBOLDT [40] and ROBINSON [46]. 
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3.3. Quasi-Nel.t)ton methods 
One of the most remarkable Newton-like algorithms is the so-called 
quasi-Newton algorithm (DAVIDON [18], BROYDEN [7], [8], POWELL [44]). 
In this algorithm the Jacobian matrix or its inverse is approximated by a 
matrix which is updated in each iteration step with the information gained 
so far about the function. The algorithm can be defined by: 
(3 .3. I) $(x) = x - Q(x)F(x), 
Q($(x)) = Q(x) + U(x,w(x),F(x),F($(x)),Q(x)) 
or 
(3.3.2) $(x) = x - [P(x)J- 1F(x), 
P(*(x)) = P(x) + U(x,w(x),F(x),F(~(x)),P(x)). 
The updating of the matrices Q and P requires no additional function evalu-
ations. Clearly, the formulation given by (3.3.2) requires the solution of 
a linear system. So in this formulation the number of arithmetical opera-
tions needed per iteration step is proportional to n cubed. Therefore, at 
least from a theoretical point of view, formulation (3.3.1) is preferable 
since the number of arithmetical operations needed per iteration step is 
only proportional to n squared. We can use the same analysis as for Newton-
like algorithms (see BUS [14]) to obtain results about the convergence be-
haviour of formulation (3.3.2) and in a slightly modified way also of for-
mulation (3.3.1). However, proving reasonable bounds for the errors in Q(x) 
and P(x) as approximati~ns to [J(x)J-I and J(x) respectively, appears to 
be a hard problem. An analysis of quasi-Newton methods is given by BROYDEN 
[9] and DENNIS & MORE [20],[21]. 
3.4. Methods of aomponent-wise appro:cimation 
These methods can be defined by the following formula (see also ORTEGA 
'& RHEINBOLDT [40]): 
(3. 4. 1) (i) (i) (1) (i-1) (i) (n) ~+1 = g (~+1'···'~+1 '~ , .•• ,~ ), i= 1, .•• ,n, 
k ... 0,1, ••• , 
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_ (I ) ( n) T n ( i) . n 
where xk - (xk , ..• ,xk ) e:.R and g . R -+ R for i = I, ..• ,n. 
Hence, a new approximation x~~; to the j-th component of the solution vector 
is used as soon as it is available. The choice of g. is usually based on ex-
i 
panding the function into a Taylor series at the point 
(1) (i-1) (i) (n) T . . (xk+l, · · · ,xk+l ,xk , ... ,xk ) and neglecting second and higher order terms. 
Examples of such methods are the Gauss-Seidel algorithm and successive over-
relaxation methods (see ORTEGA & RHEINBOLDT [40], section 7.4). 
A remarkable algorithm which we will also incorporate in this class is 
given by BROWN [2]. This method is based on expanding a component, say 
F(i)(x), of the function F(x) = (F(l)(x), .•. ,F(n)(x))T into a Taylor series. 
Neglecting second and higher order terms, we obtain a linear approximation 
(") 
which is equated to zero and solved for one of the variables, x J say. 
Subsequently, another function component is expanded into a Taylor series 
as a function of the remaining n - I variables (x(j) is substituted) and 
equated to zero again. After n such steps we obtain a new approximation to 
the solution vector. For a detailed description see BROWN [2]. He also gives 
theoretical justifications for his method and some results about the con-
vergence behaviour. For further theoretical results about methods of compon-
ent-wise approximation see ORTEGA & RHEINBOLDT [40]. 
3.5. Continuation meth.ods 
The continuation methods (DAVIDENKO [17], BROYDEN [8], MEYER [36] and 
ORTEGA & RHEINBOLDT [40]) have a rather special place among the methods for 
solving systems of nonlinear equations, because, in fact, the problem is 
transformed into a sequence of problems of the form (1.3) which might be 
easier to solve than the original problem. Let the problem [F(x) = O;x0 ;DJ 
(cf. (1.4)) be given. Then this problem is replaced by the sequence of 
problems 
(3. 5. l ) 0; zk-l ;DJ, 
where z0 = x0 and zk is a solution of Pk, k 
G(x,e ) _ F(x) 
m 
k = 1 , ••• ,m, 
1, ... ,m. Furthermore, 
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and a solution of G(x,e 0) should be easy to calculate. Examples of G are 
(BROYDEN [8], MEYER [36]) 
(3.5.2) 
or 
(3.5.3) 
where 0 = e0 < e 1 < ••• <em= 1. These methods are primarily designed to 
remove the difficulty of choosing a good initial guess. Hence, these methods 
are designed to be robust rather than efficient. 
Obviously, we can use any method of the preceding sections for solving 
the subproblems Pk, k = 1, •.• ,m. 
3. 6. Additionai l'ema::t'ks 
In practice, it appears to be almost impossible to separate the algor-
ithms according to the theoretical framework given in this section. Several 
procedures known use mixtures of the methods described and quite often, the 
first step is entirely different from all others. For instance, the initial 
approximation to the inverse Jacobian used in quasi-Newton methods is usual-
ly obtained with forward difference formulas and inversion. However, summing 
up the basic tools used in the various algorithms is sufficient to make this 
report comprehensible. 
Considering the data that are required by the various algorithms, we 
can distinguish two classes: 
1. algorithms that use a Jacobian matrix whose elements are obtained by the 
evaluation of analytical expressions supplied by the user; 
2. algorithms that only require the programming of the function. 
In the first case, the efficiency is dependent on the ratio between the 
time needed to evaluate the function and the time needed to evaluate the 
Jacobian matrix. As will appear from our comparisons, the use of an algor-
ithm that requires analytical derivatives will not necessarily be more ef-
ficient than using an algorithm that requires only function evaluations. 
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4. SELECTED PROGRAMS 
4.1. Introductory remarks 
The goal of this report is to test those programs for solving systems 
of nonlinear equations that are available as computer programs in ALGOL 60 
or FORTRAN from the literature or well-known software libraries. The sources 
from which the programs are selected are: 
1. Collected Algorithms from CACM, 
2. Computer Journal, 
3. Computing, 
4. Mathematical Science Library [37], 
5. NUMAL, [39], 
6. Some specific papers as are given by BROWN [2], GRAGG & STEWART [29] and 
POWELL [44]. 
It should be pointed out here that we did not test programs for minimizing 
sums of squares of nonlinear functions which can also be used for solving 
systems of nonlinear equations. In our opinion this should be the scope of 
a separate test report. Furthermore, we will not consider programs that 
implement continuation methods. In fact, the program used for solving the 
subproblems that arise in these methods should be selected on the basis of 
this test report, while the choice of G(x,6) and the stepsize (cf. section 
3.5) is outside the scope of this report. Therefore, one of the programs 
(nonlinb) given by BROYDEN [8] is omitted. 
For two reasons we distinguish between programs written in ALGOL 60 
and in FORTRAN. Firstly, since arithmetical operations and elementary func-
tions deliver different results in different languages, a problem defined 
in ALGOL 60 differs from the mathematical analogue in FORTRAN. Therefore 
the tests are not quite comparable. Secondly, we like to give the user a 
possibility to overview the field of programs which are available in the 
prograrmning language he uses. 
The source texts of the programs are given in the appendix. In this 
report we will denote the programs to be tested by capitals. 
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4.2. Programs written in ALGOL 60 
PROGRAM A 
This program, written by Kok (see also NUMAL [39], section 5.1) is based 
on Newton's algorithm (see section 3.1). We supplied analytical deriva-
tives. No step size control is performed. There are no method dependent 
control parameters in this program. In each iteration step one evaluation 
of the function, one evaluation of the Jacobian matrix and the solution 
of a linear system have to be performed. 
PROGRAM B 
This program, written by Kok, is based on Newton's algorithm with step size 
control (cf. (3.1.1)). We supplied analytical derivatives. In this algor-
ithm, w(x) is chosen by successively trying the values 2-k fork 0,1,2, .•• 
••• ,u-1, where the upper bound u should be supplied by the user. In fact, 
-r 
w(x) = 2 , where r 0 if 
llF(x-s)ll ~ llF(x)ll 
otherwise, r is the minimum of u and the smallest value of k such that 
-k llF(x-2 s)ll < llF(x)ll 
and 
-1 
where s = [J(x)] F(x). In this program an error exit is incorporated when 
in t subsequent iteration steps the value of w(x) is chosen to be 2-u. The 
value of the integer t should also be given by the user. We chose u and t 
(in [6] and in [7] in the program given in the appendix) as follows: 
u = IS, t = 1. 
No other method dependent control parameters have to be set by the user. 
In each iteration step one evaluation of the Jacobian matrix and the 
solution of a linear system have to be performed. The number of function 
evaluations in an iteration step depends on the value of r in that step. 
If r = O, then one evaluation of the function is performed, otherwise 
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r + 2 evaluations of the function are performed. 
PROGRAM C 
This program is the same as program A, except for the evaluation of the 
Jacobian matrix, which is done by approximating it with forward difference 
formulas with step size equal to l0-411 x II + 10-4 , where x denotes the ar-
gument vector. There is no difference in the source texts of the programs 
A and C since the user has to program the evaluation of the Jacobian 
matrix. In each iteration step n + 1 evaluations of the function and the 
solution of a linear system have to be performed. 
PROGRAM D 
This program is the same as program B, except for the evaluation of the 
Jacobian matrix, which is done by approximating it with forward difference 
formulas with step size equal to 10-411 x II + 10-4• As for the programs A 
and C there is no difference between the source texts of the pro~rams B 
and D. In each iteration step a linear system has to be solved. The number 
of function evaluations in a certain iteration step depends on the value 
of r (see program B). If r = 0 then n + 1 otherwise r + n + 2 evaluations 
of the function have to be performed. 
PROGRAM E 
The Newton-like algorithm as given by PANKIEWICZ [41]. This algorithm is 
the same as algorithm C except for the choice of the step size, used to 
approximate the Jacobian matrix with forward differences. In fact, this 
step size should be given initially by the user and it is multiplied by 
0.1 in every step. Since choosing the step size too small may cause 
singularity of the approximation to the Jacobian matrix, we followed the 
advise of PANKIEWICZ [41] to use the given procedure repeatedly. 
As is required, we incorporated a procedure for solving linear systems. 
Furthermore we changed some minor details concerning error exits such 
that it became more convenient for our test programs. 
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PROGRAM F 
This is a program given by SCHWETLICK [47], which is based on the modified 
generalized secant algorithm given by (3.2.5). In order to be able to 
deal with zero vectors, we incorporated in our program stopping criterion 
(2.4.2) and replaced the statements: 
g:= y[k] x eps 
and 
if abs(h) > abs(eps) x abs(g) 
by 
g:= y[k] x eps + eps x eps 
and 
if abs(h) > abs(epsxg) + abs(eps) 
We chose eps = 0.0001. This value is used as a step length to obtain the 
matrices Hand M(x,H), (in fact xi is chosen to be x + eps x ei, where 
ei denotes the i-th unit vector). Furthermore the value of pivot is 
chosen equal to the precision of computation (RI lo- 14). This value is 
used to check whether or not the matrix H (cf.(3.2.1)) is singular. 
In each (super-) iteration step of this algorithm the solution of a 
linear system is required and at least n + I (cf.(3.2.5)) evaluations 
of the function have to be performed. 
PROGRAM G 
This program, given by DULLEY & PITTEWAY [22], is based on the generalized 
secant algorithm (formula (3.2.2)). As is required, we incorporate a 
procedure for solving linear equations (Bus, NUMAL [37], section 
. 3.I.1.1.1.1.3). The value of the control parameter initstep, which is 
used as a step length in the same way as eps is used in program F, is 
chosen equal to 0.0001. 
In each iteration step of this algorithm the solution of a linear system 
is required and one evaluation of the function is required. 
We tested two versions: 
program Ga: the program given by DULLEY & PITTEWAY [22] with the minor 
changes described above; 
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program Gb: the same program but with the change incorporated, which is 
proposed by VANDERGRAFT & MESTENYI [48]. 
PROGRAM H 
This program is given by BROYDEN [8] (procedure nonlina) and is based on 
the quasi-Newton algorithm defined by (3.3.1). Initially, an approximation 
to the inverse Jacobian matrix is obtained by using the updating formula 
with fixed steps along the coordinate axis. We like to point out here that 
this requires 3n3 multiplications, while normal inversion of a forward 
difference approximation to the Jacobian matrix would only require n3 
multiplications (neglecting lower order terms). So it seems to be rather 
inefficient to use the method in the form proposed by Broyden. 
In the source text that we used, we chose the step size in the initializing 
phase relative to the value of the arguments: 
We used a version which is converted for use with the software library 
NUMAL [39]. 
After the rather expensive initializing phase the number of arithmetical 
operations per iteration step is only proportional to n squared. 
Furthermore n + 1 evaluations of the function have to be performed in the 
initializing phase and one in each iteration step. 
PROGRAM I 
This program is based on the method of component-wise approximation given 
·by BROWN [2] (see also section 3.4). The source text that we use is al-
ready adapted to our software library NUMAL [39]. Apart from some details, 
such as adding absolute tolerances where only relative tolerances were 
used, it is equivalent to the source text given by BROWN [2]. 
In d.if fE1rence 
mre made with a step s 
for 
to the elements of the Jacobian 
to 0.001. Furthermore, instead of 
the vector function F(x), one 
should that calculates the component of this vec-
tor F(x), for given i (J:s;isn). 
Furtheroore it advised to def 
come first. 
the function in such a way that its 
The number of multiplications needed per iterative step 1s 0.25 
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n ' where 
lower order terms are neglected, and the number of function-component 
evaluations equals (n2+3n)/2 in each step. For a more up to date im-
plementation of this method see program 0. 
4.3. Progroms written FORTRAN 
PROGRAM J 
This is the program, based on Newton's method, which is available in the 
MSL [37] software library as routine NEwr. The Jacobian matrix is approxi-
mated with forward difference formulas and there is a possibility of incor-
porating step size control. The step size control is done in terms of a 
fraction of the norm of the current solution vector. In fact, the step 
vector is multiplied repeatedly with the factor 
min(E/(S2/(Sl+0.00l))!, l) 
until (l.l.2) is satisfied. Here S2 denotes the norm of the current solu-
tion vector squared, SI is the norm of the step vector squared and E is 
the so-called maximum fractional change allowed. When E is chosen large 
enough, no step size control is done. 
As was suggested in the manual, we changed the statement 
RATIO = SQRT(S2/Sl) 
in 
RATIO= SQRT(S2/(Sl+0.00l)), 
in order to be able to deal with the zero vector as initial guess. 
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We tested this program for two values of E: 
Program Ja: E = 10100 , so that no step size control can occur; 
Program Jb: E = 0.18, a value suggested in the manual, such that step 
size control should work as well as possible. 
For both programs the solution of a linear system is required in each 
iteration step. Furthermore, without step size control, n + l evaluations 
of the function have to be performed in each iteration step, with step 
size control this number may be more. 
The source text of this program is not given in the appendix since it is 
not free for publication. 
PROGRAM K 
This program is given by GRAGG & STEWART (28], and is based on the 
generalized secant algorithm. The matrices appearing are kept as products 
of orthogonal matrices (see section 3.2). We made two changes to the 
source text as given by Gragg and Stewart. The first one is on line 3000 
of subroutine SSM which reads in our program MCEPS = l.E-14 since 
the precision of computation on the computer used is about that value. 
The second one is the correction of a small programming error on line 
3200 of subroutine SSM which should read : OUTBND = NN + 3. 
The program has the feature to deal directly with linear function compo-
nents. We did not use this feature for the general tests. 
The user has to provide n + l starting guesses of the solution vector. 
Since in our problems only one initial guess is given we generate them 
automatically as follows: 
(0) 
x 0 XO 
(4.3.l) x(~), = x0 + se(k) ,k=l, ••• ,n. 
Wh . • . . 1 (k) h k th t t. ere x0 denotes the given 1n1t1a guess, x 0 t e - s ar 1ng guess 
. for the program, e(k) the k-th unit-vector and s some fixed value. We do, 
in fact, consider two programs: 
Program Ka: s = 0.5 ; 
Program Kb: s 0.001. 
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For both programs, Householder orthogonalisation of two n-th order matri-
ces (see WID:INSON [50]) is necessary initially, which requires 8n3 /3 
arithmetical operations (neglecting lower order terms).The iteration 
steps require only O(n2) arithmetical operations. The number of function 
evaluations needed per step may vary from I up to n. We do not give the 
source text that we used, since it is fully given by Gragg and Stewart, 
apart from the two small corrections mentioned above. 
PROGRAM L 
This program, which is available in the MSL [37] software library is based 
on the generalized secant algorithm given in section 3.2 (formula (3.2.2)). 
As in program K, the user has to provide n + l starting guesses, which are 
chosen according to formula (4.3.1) with s = 0.5. 
In each iteration step the solution of one or two linear systems is re-
quired .{There is a recovery scheme in cases the matrix appears to be 
singular.) In each iteration only one evaluation of the function is per-
formed. The source text of this program is not free for publication. 
PROGRAM M 
This program, which is available in the MSL [37] software library is based 
on the quasi-Newton algorithm defined by (3.3.2). In each iteration step 
the solution of a linear system and one evaluation of the function has to 
be performed. The source text is not available for publication. 
PROGRAM N 
This program is given by POWELL [44] and is basically an implementation 
of a quasi-Newton method as defined by (3.3.1). A version of this program 
is also available in the NAG [38] software library. Here, this method 
is combined with the steepest descent method for minimizing llF(x)ll and 
with Newton's method with forward difference approximations to the 
'Jacobian matrix. Xnitially, and in some iteration steps, the approximation 
to the inverse Jacobian matrix is (re-)set by inverting the forward dif-
ference approximation to the Jacobian matrix. Hence, initially and in 
some iteration steps, the number of arithmetical operations is O(n3) (ne-
glecting lower order terms). In all other steps it is proportional to n 2 • 
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The number of function evaluations needed in a particular step depends on 
what kind of step it is. 
The value of the control parameter DMAX is chosen to be equal to 10. 
DMAX controls the changes in the variables and is used in an error condi-
tion. For the control parameter DSTEP we tested two values: 
Program Na: DSTEP = 10-4 
Program Nb: DSTEP = 10-7 · 
DSTEP is used as a step size for the forward difference approximation, but 
also for controlling the updating of the approximation to the Jacobian ma-
trix. We used the source text given by Powell except for the change of 
line 0092 where the call of subroutine MBOIB for solving a linear system 
is replaced by a call of the subroutine INVERS from the MSL [37] software 
library. 
PROGRAM 0 
This program is obtained from the University Computer Center of the Uni-
versity of Minnesota and is based on the method of component-wise approxi-
mation of BROWN [4]. A FORTRAN-version of this algorithm which is the same 
as we used is available in the IMSL [32] software library. 
The program has the same properties as program I. In the program the value 
for the step length to calculate the forward difference approximations to 
the elements of the Jacobian matrix has been given the value I0-8 . 
We tested the program for two different values for the step length: 
Program Oa: steplength I0-4 
Program Ob: steplength 10-8• 
Furthermore we used an absolute tolerance value in the stopping criterion 
in order to be able to solve problems with the zero-vector as a solution. 
4.4. General remarks about the programs selected. 
Although it is desirable that both stopping criteria (2.4.1) and 
(2.4.2) are used in a program for solving systems of nonlinear equations, 
almost none of the programs given in this section meets these require-
ments. In our opinion it is not too hard to incorporate these criteria. 
However, we did not do so for testing, partly to reduce the possibility 
of making errors, partly because different norms are induced by the 
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various programs, so that they would not be equivalent after all. 
Finally we give in table 4.1 the work that has to be done by the 
various programs in the initializing phase, A. say, as well as per ite-
1. 
ration step, A say. In 
s 
fact, we give the number of multiplications needed 
in the initializing phase and per iteration step. Since, these numbers 
will usually depend on the number of variables n, we denote Ai and As as 
functions of n and only give the highest order term. 
2 However, if the highest order term is of order n , we neglect all. 
For program F, A denotes the work per super-iteration and for program L, 
s 
we assume that one linear system is solved per iteration step. 
TABLE 4. I 
Size of magnitude of A. and A relative to n 
l. s 
PROGRAM A. A 
l. s 
A - tn3 
B - tn3 
c - tn3 
D - tn3 
E - tn3 
F - !.n3 3 
G - -l-n3 
H 3n3 -
I - ln4 
J - !-n3 
K !. n 3 -3 
L - !-n3 
M - tn3 
N n3 sometimes n3 
0 - ln4 
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5. CLASSIFICATION OF PROBLEMS AND SELECTION OF TESTPROBLEMS 
5.1. Classification of problems 
We consider the class '¥ of all problems of the form ( 1. 4). When we 
measure the efficiency of a program for solving some problem from class '¥ 
we may distinguish the following three characteristics which influence . 
this efficiency. 
a. The degree of difficulty for solving. 
b. The number of variables of the problem. 
c. The computational effort of an evaluation of the function, i.e. the 
number of basic arithmetical operations needed to evaluate the function. 
Before defining precisely these characteristics we like to point out why 
the first characteristic is important. It is obvious that it is desirable 
to know in advance whether a problem is easily solvable or not. However, 
the degree of difficulty also depends on the method used and, in practice, 
it is very hard, or even impossible, to measure it before solving the 
problem. Hence, a classification according to this characteristic will, 
in general, not be very helpful to the user. However, it is extremely im-
portant for comparing the efficiency of the various programs. Since none 
of the programs for solving nonlinear systems is such that it solves all 
problems from class '¥ we have to take into account that the programs 
tested fail sometimes. Therefore we have to decide whether a failure is 
due to a difficultly solvable problem or to bad programming of the method. 
If the problem appears to be difficultly solvable then it makes no sense 
to draw from this failure the conclusion that the program is inefficient, 
for then all programs will appear to be inefficient. Clearly, we need a 
precise definition of the notions easily solvable and difficultly solv-
able. Although several definitions are possible we choose one which is 
based on the fact that all methods considered in this report can be de-
fined as Newton-like methods in some way or another, and which appears to 
be convenient. In fact, we use as a model-method the Newton-like method 
defined by (2. J.3), where M(~) is calculated with forward difference ap-
proximations. For this method we can compute an upper bound for the error 
in M(x) as an approximation to J(x), by calculating the second derivative 
and using the mean value theorem. Hence, for this method we can calculate 
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an upper bound for the number r (cf. (2.2.7)) of a certain problem. (For 
more details and an example see BUS [14].) When this upper bound appears 
to be less than 1, then, obviously, the problem is easy to solve by this 
Newton-like method. However, we do not use this number I so rigorously, 
because we made a lot of choices and sometimes, crude estimates. There-
fore, we end up with the definition: 
DEFINITION 5.1. I 
A problem is easily solvable when the number r, given by (2.2.7), for this 
problem and for Newton's method with forward difference approximations to 
the Jacobian matrix, has an order of magnitude about 1 or less. 
Otherwise the problem is difficultly solvable. 
We will denote the class of easily solvable and difficultly solvable 
problems with superscripts e and d respectively. So ~e denotes the class 
of easily solvable problems, ~d the class of difficultly solvable problems. 
As far as classification according to the number of variables is 
concerned, we distinguish between small and large problems, where the 
choice of the bound, n = 15, is a matter of practical experience. 
The last classification quantity is induced by the fact that for 
most programs tested the number of basic arithmetical operations needed 
to perform one iteration step is not neglectable relative to the number 
of arithmetical operations needed to evaluate the function when the func-
tion is not too complicated. Therefore, neither the number of function-
evaluations, nor the number of iteration steps is a good measure for the 
efficiency of the programs. We should use a combination of these two 
quantities, which depends on the expensiveness of the function. For small 
problems we use only a distinction between cheap and expensive functions 
where it is mainly a matter of feeling how to classify a certain problem. 
For large problems, however, we can relate this quantity to the number of 
variables n. When we express the number of arithmetical operations needed 
to evaluate a function as a polynomial in n and we assume that an6 is its 
leading term, where B is some integer, usually equal to 1,2,3 or 4 and 
a is some real, then we distinguish between: 
very cheap problems 8 = 1 ' 
cheap problems 8 = 2, 
expensive problems 8 = 3, 
very expensive problems 8 2! 4. 
Combining this with classification according to the size we obtain the 
following classification of problems in the class o/e of easily solvable 
problems: 
o/e 
sl 
o/e 
s2 
small 
small 
(n$l5), 
(n$l5), 
cheap and easily solvable problems; 
expensive and easily solvable problems; 
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e 
o/ £.I large (n>l5), very cheap (8= 1) and easily solvable problems; 
e 
o/£.2 
e 
o/£.3 
large 
large 
(n>l5), 
(n>l5), 
cheap (8=2) and easily solvable problems; 
expensive (8=3) and easily solvable problems; 
e 
o/£.4 large (n>l5), very expensive (82!4) and easily solvable 
problems. 
We obtain analogously for the subclass o/d of difficultly solvable problems 
the classes: 
5.2 Definition of testprobZems 
We have chosen a number of testfunctions known from literature. 
Most of them are used with several initial guesses, since it depends 
highly on the choice of the initial guess, whether a problem is easily 
solvable or not. 
5.2. I (BROWN [3]). 
F. (x) 
1. 
= - (n+l) + x. + 
1. 
n 
- 1 + n 
j=l 
x .• 
J 
n 
l j=l x.' J i = 2, •.• ,n; 
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Initial guess: xi = 0.5, i = I, ••• ,n. 
Order n = 2, 3, 5 , I 0, 15 and 25 . 
Solutions x. = 
l. 
(i = I, ... ,n); 
for instance for n = 5, approximately: 
T 
x = (-0.579, -0.579, -0.579, -0.579, 8.90) • 
Remaxaks: All function components are linear except for the first one. 
5.2.2 (BROWN [3]). 
2 F 1 (x) = x 1 - x 2 - I , 
2 2 F2 (x) = (x1 - 2) + (x2 - 0.5) - I. 
Initial guess: O. T (O.I, 2), 
Solutions 
I . 
2. 
3. 
T (2, 0.5) ' 
T (-I, 1.5) , 
T (1, 0.99) • 
(1.54634288, I.39117631)T, 
(1.06734609, 0.139227667)T, 
approximately. 
5.2.3 (FREUDENSTEIN & ROTH [26], BROWN [3]) 
FI (x) = - 13 + x I + ((-x2 + 5)x2 - 2)x2 , 
F2 (x) = - 29 + x 1 + ((x2 + l)x2 - 14)x2 • 
Initial guess: o. (15' -2)T' 
I • (-5' O)T, 
2. T (-5., 3) ' 
3. (0, 2.24) T., 
Solution (5' 4)T. 
5.2.4 (CARNAHAN, LUTHE~ !Jf.[LKES [15], BROWN & CONTE [5]) 
F 1(x) = 0.5 sin (x1x2) - x2/(4TI) - x 1/2, 
F2(x) = (I - 1/(4~)) (exp(2x 1) - e) + ex2/TI - 2ex1• 
Initial guess: 
Solutions 
0. (0.6, 3)T, 
I. (0.4, 3)T. 
T (0.5, TI) , 
(0.2994487,2.836928)T, approximately, 
(1.604571, -13.36290)T, approximately. 
5.2.5 (BROWN & CONTE [5]) 
FI (x) = 3x 1 + x2 + 2x~ - 3, 
2 F 2(x) -3x + I 
F 3(x) 25x 1x2 
Initial guess: 
Solutions 
5.2.6 (BROWN [3]) 
5x2 + 2x1x3 - 1 ' 
+ 20x3 + 12. 
(0, 0, O)T. 
(0.2900523, 0.6874306, -0.8492385)T, 
(1. 1, -0.8, 0.5)T, approximately. 
FI (x) 2 = x 1 - 2x2 + 1, 
Initial guess: 
Solutions 
5.2.7 (POWELL [44]) 
T O. (0, I) , 
T I. ( -0 • 5 , I ) , 
T 2. (I , -0. 5) ' 
T 3. ( I , -0. 24) . 
T (I, I) , 
(-1.402680, J.483683)T, approximately. 
F l (x) 
F2 (x) 
IOOOOx1x2 - 1, 
exp(-x1) + exp(-x2) - 1.0001. 
Initial guess: 
Solution 
O. (0, l)T, 
T I. (0, -1) • 
T (1.098 -5, 9. 106) , approximately. 
1 0 
Remark: This problem is badly scaled. 
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5.2.8 (POWELL [44]) 
F 1 (x) = x1 - 1, 
F2(x) = x 1x2 - 1. 
Initial guess: o. 
1. 
2. 
Solution ( 1 ' 
5.2.9 (BROYDEN [8]) 
FI (x) 2 = 10(x2 - x1) 
F2(x) = 1 - xl. 
Initial guess: o. 
Solution ( 1' 
5.2.10 (BROYDEN [8]) 
Initial guess: o. 
1 • 
Solution (I ' 
5.2.11 (POWELL [44]) 
T (-1, 2) ' 
T (-1, -2) ' 
(0.01, O)T. 
1) T. 
(-1.2, T I. O) • 
l)T. 
T (-1.2, 1.0) ' 
(-1, l)T. 
1 )T. 
2 10x1/(x1 + O. 1) + 2x2• 
Initial guess: 0. (3, l)T, 
Solution 
T (0, l) ' 
(-1, l)T, 
I. 
2. 
3. (-0.9, 0.24)T. 
(0, O)T. 
5.2. 12 (POWELL [43]) 
F l (x) 2(x 1 + 
F 2 (x) 20(x 1 + 
F 3(x) 10(x3 -
F4(x) = -10(x3 
Initial guess: 
Solution 
10x2) + 40(x 1 3 x4) ' 
10x2) + 4(x2 3 2x3) , 
x ) - 8(x - 3 4 2 2x3) , 
- x ) - 40(x 3 
- x4) • 4 1 
T (3, -1, 0, 1). 
(0, 0, 0, O)T. 
Remark: The Jacobian matrix has only rank two at the solution. 
5.2.13 (DEIST & SEFOR ( 19]) 
6 
F. = l cot (S.x.), l. 1, ... ,6, l. j=l l. J 
j=!i 
where SI 0.02249, S2 = 0.02166, S3 0.02083, 
S4 = 0.02000, SS 0.01918, s6 0.01835. 
Initial guess: x. = 75.0, 
l. 
i = 1,. .. ,6. 
Solution (121.850, 114.161, 93.6488, 62.3186, 
41.3219, 30.5027)T, approximately. 
5.2.14 (FLETCHER [24]) 
Chebyquad, a function defined by the ALGOL 60 program given by 
FLETCHER (24]: 
Order: n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 9. 
Initial guess: x. = i/(n + 1), 
l. 
i = I, ... ,n. 
For reasons of brevity we omit the solution vectors. 
5.2.15 (GHERI & MANCINO [27]) 
Fi = Snxi + ( i - ¥) Y + 
n l [ z . . (sin a. ( ln ( z .. ) ) + j = 1 l.J l.J 
j=ri 
where z .. l.J 
. l 
+ 7. , 
J 
a. 
cos (ln ( z . . ) ) ) ] , 
l.J 
i,j 1, ••. ,n. 
i = I , ... n, 
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Order n = 10' 20, 30' 50. 
Initial guess: x= -F(O) (.c+K) 2cK 
where 
K= 8n + (a + l)(n - 1) and 
c = Sn - (a + l)(n - 1). 
We distinguished between the following cases: 
o. a = 5 8 = 14 y = 3 
1. a = 4 8 = 7 y = 
2. a = 7 8 = 17 y = 4 
A solution for n = 50 of case o is given by GHERI & MANCINO [27]. 
5.2.16 (FLETCHER & POWELL [25]) 
F(x) = e - (As(x) + Bc(x)), 
where A and B are n x n matrices, whose elements are generated as 
random integers between -100 and +100, s(x) and c(x) are n-vectors 
such that: 
s(x) = (sin(x 1), sin(x2), ••• , sin(xn))T and 
T 
c(x) = (cos (x1), cos (x2), ••. , cos (xn)) • 
e is * a vector, calculated as follows. Let x be a vector, whose elements 
are generated as random numbers between -ir and +ir, then 
* * e = As(x) + Bc(x ). 
Order 
Initial guess 
n = 10, 20, 30, 4U. 
* x + 0.01 o, where the elements of o are random 
* numbers between -ir and +ir and x as used for 
calculating e. 
Solution * x , as used for calculating e. 
5.2.17 (BROYDEN [11]) 
2 \' 2 Fi(x) = (k 1 + k 2x.)x. + 1 - k3 l (x. + x.), 1 1 jeI. J J 
where I. = {k 
l. 
l. 
and rl, r2, kl, k2 and k3 are given integers. 
Order: n = 20, 30. 
Initial guess: x. = 
-1 ' l = 1,2, ... ,n. l 
We distinguish between the following cases: 
o. rl = 3 r2 = 3 kl = k2 = k3 
1. rl 5 r2 = kl k2 = k3 = 
2. rl 5 r2 = 5 kl = 2 k2 = k3 = 
3. rl = 3 r2 2 kl 3 k2 2 k3 = 
4. rl 4 r2 = 4 kl 2 k2 5 k3 = 
For reasons of brevity we do not give the solution vectors. 
Remark: The Jacobian matrix of this function is a band matrix with lower 
band width rl and upper band width r2. 
5.2.18 (BROYDEN [11]) 
F.(x) = (3-kx.)x. + 1 - x. - 2x1.+l, l l l i-1 
i = 2, ... , n-1 , 
F 1(x) = (3 - kx 1)x1 + 
F (x) (3 - kx )x + 
n n n 
where k is a given integer. 
Order: n = 5 , 10, 20, 30, 40. 
Initial guess: x. = -1, i =I, 2, •.. ,n. 
l 
We distinguish between the following cases: 
O. k O. I 
1. k 0.5 
2. k 2.0 
For reasons of brevity we do not give the solution vectors. 
Remark: The Jacobian matrix of this function is a tridiagonal matrix. 
In the sequel we will denote a given testfunction by a triple 
(p,n,c), where p denotes the last number of the subsection in which it 
is defined (1 up to 18), n the number of variables (i.e. the order of 
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the problem) and c the starting point or case. For instance, testfunction 
(18,20,1) denotes the testfunction given in 5.2.18, with order 20 and 
fork= 0.5 • 
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5.3. Classification of test;problems 
We classify our testproblems according to the same rules as 
given in section 5.1. However, the data that we derive from our prac-
tical experience (the number of function-evaluations and iteration 
steps) is independent of the expensiveness of the function. Hence, we 
do not have to distinguish between cheap and expensive problems, this 
would only be necessary if we use computation time as a measure. 
We obtain four sets of testfunctions. 
e Set T R. 
Set Td 
s 
Set T: 
(1,2,0) (2,2,0) (2,2,2) 
(4,2,0) ' (4,2,1) ' (6,2,1) ' 
(8,2,0) ' 
(15,10,k) 'k = 0,1,2' 
(18,n,k) , n = 5,10 and k = 0,1,2. 
(15,n,k) , n = 20,30,50 and k = 0,1,2 , 
(17,n,k) , n = 20,30 and k = 0,1,2,3,4, 
(18,n,k) , n = 20,30 and k = 0,1,2 , 
(18,40,k), k = 1,2 . 
( 1,n,O) n = 3,5,10 
(2,2,1) 
' 
(2,2,3) 
' 
(3,2,c) 
' 
c = 0,1,2,3 ' 
(5,3,0) 
' 
(6,2,c) 
' 
c = 0,2 ' 
(7,2,c) 
' 
c = 0' 1 
' (8,2,c) 
' 
c = 1,2 ' 
(9,2,0) 
' 
(10,2,c), c = 0, 1 
' 
(11,2,c), c = 0,1,2,3' 
(12,4,0) 
' 
(13,6,0) 
' 
(14,n,O) 
' 
n = 2,3,4,5,6,7,9 
' 
(16,10,0). 
(1,n,O) n = 15,25 , 
(16,n,O) 
' 
n = 20,30,40 ' 
(18,40,0) . 
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Although all problems of sets T: and T~ are easily solvable in the 
sense of definition 5.1.1., it is not certain that all problems of sets 
T~ and T; are difficultly solvable since we calculated rather crude upper 
bounds for the number r (cf.(2.2.7)) and it may be possible that r is 
small enough although we could not prove it. However, the given distinc-
tion is sufficient for our purpose. 
We use Te 
s 
e e 
'¥Q,1' '¥Q,2' 
d d 
'¥.Q,1' '¥Q,2' 
as a test set for the classes of functions '¥: 1 and '¥:2 , T~ for 
e d e d md d Td 
'¥ Q, 3 an '¥ Q, 4 , and analogously T s for r s 1 and '¥ s 2 , and Q, for 
d d 
'¥ Q, 3 and '¥ R, 4 . 
F~rthermore, T: and T~ are used for testing the efficiency, while T: and 
T.Q, are used for testing the reliability. 
6. RULES FOR USERS 
In this section, we give some rules of thumb for the non-specialist 
user of algorithms for solving systems of nonlinear equations. In fact, 
we sunnnarize the results of the preceding sections, in such a way that the 
user is able to classify his problem. After that, it appears from the con-
clusions of section 8 which algorithm will most likely solve his problem. 
6.1. Information available 
Theoretically, the use of numerical approximations to the Jacobian 
matrix will always slow down convergence to the solution (see BUS [14]). 
However, in practice the use of forward difference approximations to the 
elements of the Jacobian matrix will usually give as good results as 
evaluation of the analytical expressions. In fact, it depends on the 
smoothness of the function and the choice of the step length in the for-
ward difference formula (see section 3.1). 
If analytical expressions for the Jacobian matrix are available, 
.then the user should compare the number of arithmetical operations re-
quired for evaluating the function and the number of arithmetical opera-
tions required for evaluating the analytically given Jacobian matrix. 
It depends highly on the. ratio between these numbers, whether it is 
efficient to use analytical expressions for the calculation of the 
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Jacobian matrix. A final ruling on this point, based on experimental re-
sults, will be deferred to the conclusions in section 8. 
6.2. The size of the problem 
The number of variables, i.e. the order of the nonlinear system, 
and the number of arithmetical operations required for evaluating the 
function, defines the size of the problem. The user should decide in 
which of the classes defined in section 5.1, his problem has to be placed. 
6.3. Special features of the problem 
It may be possible that the way in which the problem is formulated, 
will give some preference for one algorithm above another. 
Properties that should be noted are: 
a. are some or most of the function components linear; 
b. is the evaluation of one component of the function independent 
of evaluation of the other components or has a lot of work to 
be done for all components together. 
Conclusions about the effect of these properties on the efficiency and 
reliability of the algorithms are given in section 8. 
6.4. Solvability of the problem 
If the user can derive an upper bound for the value of r as de-
• ! fined by (2.2.7), it may considerably simplify the process of choosing 
the right algorithm. If this number is less than l or its order of 
magnitude is about 1, then he should choose the most efficient algorithm. 
However, if the order of magnitude of the number r is about 1/ € or more, 
where £ denotes the precision of computation, then he might prefer the 
most reliable algorithm. 
Unfortunately, for most practical problems, it is not possible to give a 
reasonable estimate of the number r. Since all algorithms may fail on se-
vere problems, the best we can advise is, once the problem is classified 
according to the rules 6.1 up to 6.3, one should choose the most efficient 
algorithm for this problem. If it fails in solving the problem, then 
a more reliable algorithm can be used subsequently. 
6.5. Scaling of the variables 
In practice, it appears to be desirable to scale the variables 
in such a way, that their order of magnitude is about the same (see sec-
tion 2.3). 
6.6. The stopping criteria and source text to be used 
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When one chooses a program according to the conclusions given in 
section 8, one should use the source text, which is given in appendix, or 
one can use the source text to which is referred. 
However, in the last case, one should incorporate the changes mentioned 
in section 4. In either case the conclusions are based on the values for 
the input parameters as given in section 4. 
Concerning the stopping criteria, the user is advised to incorporate both 
criteria (2.4. l) and (2.4.2) when it is not done already. 
6.7. Interpretation of results 
The user should be cautious in interpreting his results. Neither 
a small norm of the function, nor a small step length in the last 
iteration step does necessarily imply a small error in the approximate 
solution vector. Validation of such statements can be done only if an 
estimate of the value of r (cf. (2.2.7)) is known. 
7. EVALUATION OF NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
7. I. The method of evaluation 
7. 1. l Evaluation of the relative efficiency. 
As is already pointed out in the introduction and in section 5. 1, 
we use a set of easily solvable testproblems for comparing the efficiency 
sets Te and e of the various programs. In fact, we use the Ti. We say that 
s 
a program is reasonable if it solves all easily solvable testproblems. 
Let p denote some easily solvable problem of the form (1.4). Let R 
be some program for solving problems of the form (1.4) and let the number 
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of iteration steps ns' the number of function evaluations ~ and the number 
of evaluations of the Jacobian matrix nJ, which are needed for solving pro-
blem p by program R, be obtained experimentally. Then, the total amount of 
work which has to be done by program R in order to solve problem p can be 
defined by: 
(7.1.1.1) 
where A. and A denotes the work done in the initializing phase and per 
l. s 
iteration step respectively (cf. section 4.4) and AF and AJ denote the 
work needed to evaluate the function and its Jacobian, respectively. 
Hence, we say that program R is more efficient than program Q for solving 
problem p if 
A(R,p) < A(Q,p). 
Note that, for reasonable programs, we may assume that the numbers ns, ~ 
and n3 are finite, since p is easily solvable (compare section 5.1). 
Clearly, formula (7.1.1.1) is not very useful for our purpose since 
we should solve the problem before we can compute A(R,p) and we like to 
know the efficiency of a program for solving some problem before we do 
actually solve it, in order to be able to choose the most efficient pro-
gram. Therefore we will define the notion "expected relative efficiency". 
Let 9 be some class of easily solvable problems and suppose T is a repre-
sentative set of testproblems from the class 9. Let, moreover, 6 be a 
class of reasonable programs for solving problems from class 9. Then we 
obtain experimentally the number ns' nF and n3 for all programs R E 6 
and all problems p E ~. Therefore, we obtain 
A(R,p) for all R E 6 and p E 9, 
provided Ai, As' ~ and AJ are known. 
Then, the expected PeZative effiaienay of program R E 6, for solving a 
problem of class ~ is defined to be: 
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(7.J.1.2) E( T \ A(R;P) R,L\, ,<I>) = l 
£ max(A(Q,p)) ' 
PET QE!). 
where £ denotes the number of testproblems in T. Obviously, there remains 
the problem of measuring Ai, As, AF and AJ. As we did before, we will ex-
press them in basic arithmetical operations (additions plus multiplications) 
(see section 4.4). 
Since AF and AJ are usually related, we express this relation by 
(7.1.1.3) 
We will use only rough estimates for the quantities AF, Ai and As since 
precise values are highly dependent on the way of programming. How we 
estimate these values depends on the kind of problems that are involved. 
We distinguish between the classes of easily solvable problems defined 
in section 5.1. 
e Class ~sl" The quantities Ai, As and AF are all small for all programs and 
all problems in this class. Hence, the expected relative efficiency is 
always acceptable. Therefore, the approximated expected relative effi-
ciencies of all programs for solving a problem of class ~e are defined 
s I 
to be equally high: 
(7.1.1.4) - e e E(R,6,~sl'~sl) = c, 
for all R E b, where £). is some set of reasonable programs, c is some value 
between O and 1 and the bar above E denotes that it is an approximated 
value. Note that the quantity in (7.1.1.4) does not depend on a set of 
testproblems. In fact, only the reliability of a program is important 
e if one wants to solve a problem of class ~sl' 
Class ~:2 . For these problems we may neglect As and Ai relative to AF. 
Hence, we may approximate A(R,p) by: 
(7.1.1.5) 
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We obtain: 
(7.1.1.6) - e e 1 E(R,A,Ts,~s2) = t A(R,p) L max(i\(Q,p))' 
PETe QEA 
s 
e e e e f Classes ~tl' ~£2 , ~£3 and ~£4 . For the problems we express AF as a unc-
tion of the number of variables n and neglect lower order terms 
(cf. section 5.1). 
(7.1.1.7) A = a.n8, F 
for some integer B and real a. For the quantities A. and A we use the 
l. s 
e 
approximations given in table 4.1. Doing so we obtain for PE Tt 
(7. 1 • 1 • 8) A(R,p) [n /3 + B-3 3 = ( ~ + y n J) a.n Jn , for R E {A, B} , 
s 
(7.1.1.9) A(R,p) [n /3 + B-3 3 for RE {C,D,E,F,G,J,L,M}, = a.~n Jn , s 
(7.1.1.10) A(H,p) = [3 + B-3 3 a.nFn Jn , 
(7.1.1.11) A(R,p) B-3 3 for RE {I,O}, = [nsn/4 + a.nFn . Jn , 
(7.1.1.12) A(K,p) [8/3 S-3 3 = + a.nFn Jn , 
A(N,p) ' B-3 3 (7.1.1.13) = [ 1 + n + a.~n Jn , s 
' where n denotes the number of iteration steps that the Jacobian matrix 
s 
is reset to the inverse of the forward difference approximation. 
Using (7.1.1.8) up to (7.1.1.13) we obtain the approximate expected re-
lative efficiency similarly to (7.1.I.6), where the set of testproblems 
is chosen to be T~. 
7. I .2. Evaluation of the reliability 
In order to obtain a measure for the reliability we use the set Td 
of testfunctions. The reliability of a program is simply obtained by 
counting the number of failures when solving problems of the testset. 
Let <P be some class of difficultly solvable problems and. let T be a re-
presentable set of testproblems from <P, then the reliability of a program R 
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for solving a problem of class ~ is defined to be 
(7.1.2.l) Z(R,T,~) I £ x (number of problems p E T which are solved 
successfully), 
where £ is the total number of testproblems in T. We distinguish between: 
a. the reliability for small problems: Z(R,Td,~d); 
s s 
d d b. the reliability for large problems: Z(R,T£,~£); 
c. the reliability for all problems: Z(R,Td,~d). 
7.1.3. General remarks 
All experiments reported in the next sections are carried out on a 
CDC Cyber 73 computer, with precision of arithmetic of about 14 digits. 
The values of the control parameters used are reported in section 4, where 
the programs are described. In the tables we give the numbers ns, nF, nJ 
(programs A and B) and n' (program N). These are the smallest numbers, so 
s 
that the euclidean nonn of the function vector is less than some threshold. 
We chose this threshold 10-7 for the small testproblems (n $ 15) and I0-6 
for the large testproblems (n > 15). The testing on the convergence behav-
iour of the various programs and on special features of some programs is 
reported in section 7.3. 
7.2. Efficiency experiments 
As is already mentioned in section 4.1, we distinguish between 
programs written in ALGOL 60 and those written in FORTRAN. The results 
of the ALGOL 60 programs for small and large problems are listed in the 
tables 7.1 and 7.2, respectively, and those of the FORTRAN programs in the 
tables 7.3 and 7.4. Concerning programs I and 0, we assume that we may say 
that n evaluations of function components are equal to one evaluation of 
the function vector, so that nF is equal to the total number of f~nction 
component evaluations divided by n. For program L, we did in fact give 
the number of linear systems solved instead of n . In many iteration steps 
s 
of this program two linear systems are solved because of some recovery 
scheme. However, since the solution of a linear system is the bulk of 
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Problem A 
p n c n Uy s 
1 2 0 l 2 
2 2· 0 24 25 
2 2 2 9 10 
4 2 0 4 5 
4 2 l 5 6 
6 2 1 6 7 
8 2 0 2 3 
15 10 0 3 4 
15 10 1 3 4 
15 10 2 3 4 
18 5 0 3 4 
18 5 1 3 4 
18 5 2 4 5 
18 10 0 4 5 
18 10 1 4 5 
18 10 2 4 5 
TABLE 
e 
Experimental results for small problems of set T s 
B c D 
nJ n °F nJ n ~ n ~ s s s 
l l 2 1 1 4 l 4 
24 8 17 8 27 76 8 33 
9 8 13 8 8 25 7 26 
4 4 5 4 4 13 4 13 
5 3 9 3 5 16 3 15 
6 5 10 5 6 19 5 20 
2 2 3, 2 2 7 2 7 
3 3 4 3 3 34 3 34 
3 3 4 3 3 34 3 34 
3 3 4 3 3 34 3 34 
3 3 4 3 3 19 3 19 
3 3 4 3 3 19 3 19 
4 4 5 4 4 25 4 25 
4 4 5 4 4 45 4 45 
4 4 5 4 4 45 4 45 
4 4 5 4 4 45 4 45 
45 
7. 1 
and all programs in ALGOL 60 
E F Ga Gb H I 
n nF n ~ n ~ n ~ n ~ n ~ s s s s s s 
l 4 1 4 9 12 1 4 3 6 l 2.5 
10 31 9 28 9 12 13 16 12 15 6 15 
8 25 5 17 l I 14 12 15 23 26 9 22.5 
4 13 3 10 7 10 6 9 7 10 4 10 
5 16 3 10 25 28 I I 14 10 13 10 25 
6 19 7 21 10 13 I 7 20 10 13 8 20 
2 7 2 8 4 7 2 5 3 6 1 2.5 
3 34 1 15 5 16 4 15 4 15 3 19.5 
3 34 I 15 6 I 7 4 15 4 15 3 19.5 
3 34 1 16 6 17 4 15 4 15 3 19.5 
3 19 2 20 9 15 6 12 6 12 3 12 
3 19 2 20 9 15 6 12 6 12 4 16 
4 25 3 26 9 15 9 15 9 15 4 16 
4 45 2 40 15 26 9 20 9 20 4 26 
4 45 2 37 17 28 7 18 8 19 4 26 
4 45 2 38 12 23 10 21 9 20 4 26 
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Problem A 
p n c n ~ nJ n s s 
15 20 0 3 4 3 3 
15 20 1 3 4 3 3 
15 20 2 3 4 3 3 
15 30 0 3 4 3 3 
15 30 1 3 4 3 3 
15 30 2 3 4 3 3 
15 50 0 3 4 3 3 
15 50 I 3 4 3 3 
15 50 2 3 4 3 3 
17 20 0 3 4 3 3 
17 20 1 4 5 4 4 
17 20 2 4 5 4 4 
17 20 3 5 6 5 5 
17 20 4 5 6 5 5 
17 30 0 4 5 4 4 
17 30 I 4 5 4 4 
17 30 2 4 5 4 4 
17 30 3 5 6 5 5 
17 30 4 5 6 5 5 
18 20 0 5 6 5 4 
18 20 1 4 5 4 4 
18 20 2 4 5 4 4 
18 30 0 5 6 5 4 
18 30 I 4 5 4 4 
18 30 2 4 5 4 4 
18 40 l 4 5 4 4 
18 40 2 4 5 4 4 
1) norm of function only 710-5 
B 
~ 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
8 
5 
5 
8 
5 
5 
5 
5 
nJ 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
TABLE 
results for large problems of 
c D 
n ~ n 11p s s 
3 64 3 64 
3 64 3 64 
3 64 3 64 
3 94 3 94 
3 94 3 94 
3 94 3 94 
3 154 3 154 
3 154 3 154 
3 154 3 154 
4 85 4 85 
4 85 4 85 
4 85 4 85 
5 106 5 106 
5 106 5 106 
4 125 4 125 
4 125 4 125 
4 125 4 125 
5 156 5 156 
5 156 5 156 
5 106 4 88 
4 85 4 85 
4 85 4 85 
5 156 4 128 
4 125 4 125 
4 125 4 125 
4 165 4 165 
4 165 4 165 
2) norm of function only 210-6 
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7.2 
set T~ and all programs in ALGOL 60 
E F Ga Gb H I 
n ~ n ~ n nF n 11F n ~ n ~ s s s s s s 
3 64 1 25 6 27 4 25 4 25 3 34.5 
3 64 I 25 6 27 4 25 4 25 3 34.5 
3 64 1 27 6 27 5 26 5 26 3 34.5 
3 94 l 36 7 38 5 36 5 36 3 49.5 
3 94 l 36 6 37 4 35 4 35 3 49.5 
3 94 I 37 7 38 6 37 5 36 3 49.5 
3 154 1 56 7 58 4 55 4 55 3 79.5 
3 154 1 56 6 57 4 55 4 55 3 79.5 
3 154 1 57 7 58 5 564) 5 56 3 79.5 
3 64 2 71 8 29 8 29 6 27 4 46 
4 85 2 71 19 40 8 29 7 28 4 46 
4 85 2 71 8 29 8 29 7 28 4 46 
5 106 2 73 15 36 14 35 13 34 5 57.5 
5 106 2 73 } l D 1 ] D 13 34 5 57.5 
3 94 1 74 7 38 7 38 6 37 4 66 
4 125 I 74 22 53 9 40 7 38 4 66 
4 125 2 105 9 40 9 40 8 39 4 66 
5 156 2 106 15 46 14 45 13 44 5 82.5 
5 156 2 106 16 D 16 D 13 44 5 82.5 
5 106 2 79 24 45 1) 13 34 11 32 5 57.5 
4 85 2 71 21 42 2) 9 30 8 29 4 46 
4 85 2 71 1 1 32 10 31 8 29 4 46 
5 156 3 148 12 D 9 D 13 44 5 82.5 
4 125 2 105 22 523) 11 42 8 39 4 66 
4 125 2 105 11 42 11 42 8 39 4 66 
4 165 1 97 23 64 12 53 9 50 4 86 
4 165 I 97 1 l 52 l 1 52 8 49 4 86 
3) norm of function only 5 10-6 4)nonn of function only 210-6 
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TABLE 
Experimental results for small problems 
Problem Ja Jb Ka Kb L 
2 n c n nF n °F n ~ n nF n °F s s .s s s 
1 2 0 l 4 8 25 l 4 1 4 20 24 
2 2 0 8 27 24 73 8 13 12 18 2 D 
2 2 2 8 27 32 97 18 22 12 16 65 63 
4 2 0 4 13 4 13 9 12 7 11 18 16 
4 2 1 3 13 4 15 10 13 9 12 4 D 
6 2 l 5 18 6 19 7 10 8 12 14 I l 
8 2 0 2 7 50 T 2 5 3 7 5 8 
15 10 0 3 34 3 34 5 16 4 18 8 15 
15 10 l 3 34 4 45 6 19 4 23 8 15 
15 10 2 3 34 3 34 5 18 4 24 10 16 
18 5 0 3 19 5 31 6 14 5 15 13 18 
18 5 l 3 19 4 25 8 14 6 15 13 18 
18 5 2 4 25 5 31 36 D 8 19 19 21 
18 10 0 4 45 8 89 10 25 9 33 21 32 
18 10 1 4 45 4 45 13 27 7 28 17 30 
18 10 2 4 45 5 56 61 T 8 30 23 33 
7.3 
of set Te and all programs in FORTRAN 
s 
M Na Nb 
n~ nF n' n 11p n' n s s s s 
9 12 1 7 10 l 7 
15 18 I 11 14 1 l l 
17 20 l I l 15 I 1 I 
7 10 1 8 12 1 1 I 
6 12 1 1 I 15 l 11 
10 13 I 9 12 1 9 
15 22 l 1 I 14 l 1 l 
4 15 1 4 16 l 4 
6 1 7 l 4 16 I 4 
5 16 1 5 17 I 5 
8 14 1 8 15 I 8 
6 12 l 6 13 1 6 
10 16 I 10 19 1 9 
13 24 1 12 25 ] 1 1 
9 20 1 9 22 I 9 
1 l 22 1 12 28 1 I 1 
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Oa Ob 
nF n nF n nF s s 
10 I 2.5 2 5 
14 6 15 6 15 
14 9 22.5 9 22.5 
14 4 10 4 10 
14 18 45 13 33 
12 8 20 8 20 
14 l 2.5 2 5 
15 2 13 3 19.5 
15 3 19.5 3 19.5 
16 3 19.5 3 19.5 
14 3 12 3 12 
12 3 12 3 12 
15 4 16 4 16 
22 4 26 4 26 
20 4 26 4 26 
23 4 26 4 26 
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Problem Ja Jb 
p n c n ~ n ~ s s 
15 20 0 3 64 3 64 
15 20 I 3 64 5 106 
15 20 2 3 64 4 85 
15 30 0 3 94 3 94 
15 30 1 3 94 3 156 
15 30 2 3 94 4 125 
15 50 0 3 154 3 154 
15 50 I 3 154 5 256 
15 50 2 4 205 4 205 
17 20 0 4 85 4 85 
17 20 l 4 85 4 85 
17 20 2 4 85 4 85 
17 20 3 5 106 6 127 
17 20 4 5 106 5 106 
17 30 0 4 125 4 125 
l 7 30 l 4 125 4 125 
17 30 2 4 125 4 125 
17 30 3 5 156 6 187 
17 30 4 5 156 5 156 
18 20 0 4 86 9 190 
18 20 1 4 85 4 85 
18 20 2 4 85 4 85 
18 30 0 4 126 9 280 
18 30 I 4 125 4 125 
18 30 2 4 125 4 125 
18 40 I 4 165 4 165 
18 40 2 4 165 4 165 
TABLE 
Experimental results for large problems 
Ka Kb L 
n 1F n nF n ~ s s s 
5 27 4 38 8 25 
7 31 4 44 8 25 
6 30 5 44 10 26 
5 38 5 62 8 35 
7 42 4 64 8 35 
6 40 5 62 10 36 
6 60 5 99 8 55 
6 59 5 106 8 55 
7 62 5 105 10 56 
26 62 7 40 15 69 
10 I T 7 41 15 49 
23 60 9 47 14 69 
82 166 14 61 29 56 
36 93 15 58 27 75 
28 82 7 58 15 99 
65 180 7 61 17 70 
26 79 11 73 16 100 
151 T 14 93 29 76 
115 T 17 98 23 103 
90 T 10 51 45 T 
37 106 8 49 17 50 
107 201 9 55 23 53 
60 187 14 80 50 T 
101 T 9 70 17 70 
124 T 11 75 23 73 
48 D 10 94 19 91 
208 T 12 101 21 92 
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7.4 
e 
of set T 9.. and all programs in FORTRAN 
M Na Nb Oa Ob 
n nF n n nF n n n- n nF n nF s s s s s F s s 
5 26 I 4 25 l 4 25 3 34.5 3 34.5 
6 27 1 4 26 1 4 25 3 34.5 3 34.5 
6 27 1 5 27 1 6 27 3 34.5 3 34.5 
5 36. 1 5 37 l 5 36 3 49.5 3 49.5 
7 38 I 4 35 1 4 35 3 49.5 3 49.5 
7 38 I 6 38 1 6 37 3 49.5 3 49.5 
5 56 1 5 57 I 5 56 3 79.5 3 79.S 
7 58 l 4 SS 1 4 55 3 79.S 3 79.S 
7 58 I 6 58 1 6 57 3 79.S 3 79. 5 
6 27 I 8 31 1 7 28 4 46 4 46 
7 28 1 8 30 1 8 29 4 46 4 46 
8 29 1 8 30 1 8 29 4 46 4 46 
14 35 I 17 45 I 14 35 4 46 5 57.S 
14 35 1 17 46 1 13 34 5 57.S 5 57.5 
6 37 1 7 39 1 7 38 4 66 4 66 
8 39 1 8 40 l 8 39 4 66 4 66 
8 39 1 9 42 l 8 39 4 66 4 66 
14 45 1 17 55 I 14 45 4 66 5 82.5 
14 45 1 16 53 1 14 45 5 82.5 5 82.5 
11 52 1 15 35 1 15 36 5 57.5 5 57.5 
9 30 1 10 32 1 10 31 4 46 4 46 
10 31 1 10 34 I 9 30 4 46 4 46 
18 49 1 18 51 1 18 49 5 82.5 5 82.5 
10 41 l 12 46 1 10 41 4 66 4 66 
10 41 1 10 43 l 10 41 4 66 4 66 
10 51 I 12 56 l 1 1 52 4 86 4 86 
10 51 I 10 53 1 10 51 4 86 4 86 
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the work per iteration step, it is convenient to count the solution of a 
linear system as an iteration step. In the tables the capital D means that 
the program diverged and is terminated by some error exit, T means that 
the program is terminated because the number of function evaluations be-
came too high. It is clear from table 7.2 that program G is not a reason-
able program for solving large functions, since it failed to solve some 
easily solvable problems and other problems were not solved in the preci-
sion required. For the same reasons we see from tables 7.3 and 7.4 that 
the programs L and Ka are not reasonable at all for solving nonlinear 
systems, while program Jb should not be used for small problems. This re-
sult for program Ka is rather surprising. We feel that the starting guesses 
in program Ka should give better results than those given in program. Kb. 
This is affirmed by the fact that for many problems the recovery scheme 
built in program K is used to obtain a new set of starting guesses when 
using version Kb. Probably, there are some small programming errors in the 
code published by GRAGG & STEWART [28]. Another simple conclusion that can 
be derived from tables 7.3 and 7.4 is that the number of function evalua-
tions as well as the number of iteration steps, needed by program Jb for 
solving the given problems is always greater or equal to those, needed by 
program Ja. For this reason and for the one given above, we will also con-
sider program Jb as not reasonable. These conclusions will also be justi-
fied by the reliability tests given in section 7.3. 
Using the results given in tables 7.1 up to 7.4 we will now calcu-
late the values for the approximate expected relative efficiency of the 
various procedures for solving the problems from the various classes. 
For this calculation we use the notions and formulas from section 7.1. 
7.2.1. Efficiency for solving small cheap problems 
As is already stated in section 7.1, we define the approximated 
expected relative efficiency of all reasonable programs for solving pro-
. blems of class ~:l equally high (cf.(7.1.1.4)). Only the reliability of 
the various programs is important if one wants to solve these problems. 
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7. 2. 2. Efficiency for solving small expensive problems 
In order to evaluate the right hand side of (7.1.J.6) we should know 
the value of y (see (7.1.1.3)). In table 7.5 we give the approximated ex-
pected relative efficiency of the various reasonable ALGOL 60 programs for 
e solving problems of class ~s 2 , for some typical values of y. Since for all 
FORTRAN programs the value of y is equal to zero, we can give the required 
results in table 7.6 independent of y. 
In our notation ~A means the set of reasonable ALGOL 60 programs: 
(7.2.2.1) ~A= {A,B,C,D,E,F,Ga,Gb,H,I} 
and ~F denotes the set of reasonable FORTRAN programs: 
(7.2.2.2) ~F = {Ja,Kb,M,Na,Nb,Oa,Ob}. 
TABLE 7.5 
, for R E ~A 
i~ A B c D E F Ga Gb H I 
1 0.4 0.4 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.5 o.6 
2 0.5 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.6 
5 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.5 
n/2 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.5 o.6 
n 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.6 o.s 0.5 o.6 
LO 0.9 0.6 o.s o.s 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 o.4 2n 
TABLE 7 .6 
for R E ~F 
Ja Kb M Na Nb Oa Ob 
0.9 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
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As an innnediate result of table 7.5 we see that programs A or B (Newton's 
method with.analytical Jacobian) is only preferable above other algorithms 
if y is small (about 1). 
Furthermore, programs C, D and Ja (Newton's method with forward difference 
Jacobian) are not efficient. 
7.2.3. Efficiency for solving large very cheap problems 
To evaluate the approximated expected relative efficiency of the 
reasonable programs for solving problems of class ~~I we substitute the 
values for ns, nF and n1 given in tables 7.2 and 7.4 in the expressions 
(7.1.1.8) up to (7.l.1.13) where S = 1. However, since the first term with-
in the brackets of these expressions is of order 1 or more and the second 
I 2 . term is of order nF n we can neglect the second term for large n. 
Doing so, we obtain with the use of a formula similar to (7.J.1.6) the re-
sults given in tables 7.7 and 7.8. These results are independent of a and 
y since they only appear in the terms that we neglected. 
Since the programs Ga and Gb are considered to be not reasonable for solv-
ing large problems, we will drop them and use the set 6A of reasonable pro-
grams in ALGOL 60, where 
(7.2.3.l) ~A= {A,B,C,D,E,F,H,I}. 
TABLE 7.7 
-
, for R E 6A 
A B c D E F H I 
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.02 0. l I 
TABLE 7.8 
Ja Kb M Na Nb Oa Ob 
0.05 0. 1 0. 1 0.05 0.05 1 I 
Clearly program F is the most efficient program in ALGOL 60 and the pro~ 
grams I in ALGOL 60 and 0 in FORTRAN are relatively very inefficient for 
solving large very cheap problems. 
7.2.4. Efficiency for solving large cheap p~oblems 
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As in section 7.2.3 we substitute the values for ns' ~and nJ' given 
in tables 7.2 and 7.4, in the expressions (7.1.1.8) up to (7.1.1.13), where 
S = 2. However, we can no longer neglect the second term in these expres-
sions since nF is usually of order n. Therefore, substituting n and S, 
there still remain two parameters a and y (see (7.1.1.7) and (7.1.1.3) 
respectively). In table 7.9 we list the values for the approximated expec-
ted relative efficiencies of the programs in ALGOL 60 for some typical 
values of a (a=l,20) and y (y=l/n, l,n). Since y = 0 for all programs in 
FORTRAN, the results for these programs, given in table 7.10 depend only 
on a. 
TABLE 7.9 
, for R e: !::.A and some typical values of y and a 
a I~ A B c D E F H I 
I l/n 0.06 0.06 0.2 0.2 0.2 0. 1 0.2 1 
1 I 0.06 0.06 0.2 0.2 0.2 o. 1 0.2 1 
I n 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 o. 1 0.2 I 
20 l/n 0. 1 o. 1 1 1 I 0.6 0.4 0.9 
20 I 0. I 0. I I I 1 0.6 0.4 0.9 
20 n 1 ] ] 1 1 0.6 0.4 0.9 
TABLE 7. 10 
, for R e: !::.F and some values of a 
I~ Ja Kb M Na Nb Oa Ob 
I 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.09 0.08 1 1 
20 I 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.8 0.9 
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It is easily seen from table 7.9 that Newton's method with analytical de-
rivatives (programs A and B) is the most efficient method as long as evalu-
ation of the Jacobian matrix is about as expensive as one evaluation of the 
function or cheaper. In all other cases, program F (if a=l) or program H 
(if a=20) is preferable when a program in ALGOL 60 has to be chosen. 
From table 7.10 we see that the most efficient FORTRAN program is program 
Nb, for both values of a. 
7.2.5. Efficiency for solving large expensive problems 
In a similar way as in section 7.2.4 we obtain the results given in 
table 7.11 and 7.12. For this class of functions S = 3 (cf.(7.l.1.7)) is 
substituted. 
TABLE 7.1 l 
, for R E !:.A and some typical values of a and y. 
a i~ A B c D E F H I 
1 I 0. 1 0. 1 1 1 ] 0.6 0.4 0.8 
l n 1 ] 1 I I 0.6 0.4 0.8 
20 I 0. 1 0. 1 I 1 I 0.6 0.3 0.5 
20 n 1 I 1 J 1 0.6 0.3 0.5 
TABLE 7. 12 
, for R E t:.F and some values of a 
·~ Ja Kb M Na Nb Oa Ob 1 I 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.8 0.8 
20 1 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 
As for large cheap problems (section 7.2.4) we see that programs A and B 
(Newton's method with analytical derivatives) are superior above the other 
programs in ALGOL 60 as long as the evaluation of the Jacobian matrix is 
about as expensive as one evaluatio~ of the function or cheaper. Otherwise 
program H is preferred. The programs M and N are the most efficient 
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programs in FORTRAN. 
7.2.6. Efficiency for solving large very expensive problems 
In calculating the approximated expected relative efficiencies of the 
various programs for solving problems of class ~~4 we may simplify the ex-
pressions (7.1.1.8) up to (7.l.1.13) by neglecting the first term within 
the brackets relative to the second since S = 4. Therefore, the results do 
not depend on a. For the programs in ALGOL 60 we give the results, for 
Y = I or n, in table 7. 13. For the programs in FORTRAN, where y = 0 for all 
programs, the results are given in table 7.14. 
TABLE 7. 13 
, for R E ~A and some values of y 
~ A B c D E F H I 
l 0. 1 0. 1 I I l 0.6 0.3 0.5 
n l 1 I I I 0.6 0.3 0.5 
--
TABLE 7. 14 
e E(R,~F,T9-.,lf'9-.4 ) , for R E ~F 
Ja Kb M Na Nb 1 Oa Ob 
0.6 0.4 0.4 0.3 I 0.5 o.s 
Again we see that the programs A and B are superior as long as the evalua-
tion of the analytical Jacobian is about as expensive as one evaluation of 
the function. Otherwise, program H is the most efficient program in 
ALGOL 60. The programs N and M are the most efficient programs in FORTRAN. 
7.3 Reliability experiments 
Since the reliability of a program, defined by (7.l.2.1), is inde-
pendent of other programs we do not have to distinguish between programs 
in ALGOL 60 and FORTRAN when we calculate the reliability. As is mentioned 
in section 4. 1 and 7.1.2 we use the set Td of testfunctions to measure the 
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TABLE 
Experimental results for testproblems 
Problem A B c D 
.? n c il ilF n nF n nF n nF s s s s 
1 3 0 6 7 5 11 6 25 5 26 
1 5 0 17 18 6 17 17 103 6 47 
1 10 0 2 D 12 51 2 D 12 171 
I 15 0 2 D 2 D 2 D 1 D 
1 25 0 2 D 2 D 1 D I D 
2 2 1 1 D I D 18 55 6 34 
2 2 3 14 15 6 20 14 43 6 32 
3 2 0 42 43 4 D 56 169 4 D 
3 2 I 22 23 5 D 65 196 5 D 
3 2 2 5 6 4 8 6 19 4 16 
3 2 3 16 17 4 14 16 49 4 22 
5 3 0 7 8 6 13 7 29 6 31 
6 2 0 6 7 5 10 6 19 5 20 
6 2 2 100 T 3 D 67 T 3 D 
6 2 3 11 12 6 18 11 34 6 30 
7 2 0 12 13 70 367 12 37 70 507 
7 2 1 16 16 4 D 14 43 4 D 
8 2 1 2 3 2 D 2 7 2 D 
8 2 2 2 3 9 47 3 10 9 65 
9 2 0 2 3 15 71 2 7 15 101 
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7. 15 
of set Td and programs in ALGOL 60 
E F Ga Gb H I 
n n- n ~ n nF n . ~ n nF n ~ s F s s s s s 
6 25 6 25 4 D 3 l) 7 10 14 6 18 
20 133 2 D 4 D 1 D 9 15 17 68 
1 D 2 D 1 D 1 D 56 D 76 T 
1 D 2 D I D l D 37 D 83 T 
1 D 2 D l D 1 D 4 D 1 D 
8 25 16 48 1 D 1 D 97 T 6 15 
7 22 19 58 12 15 1 1 14 17 20 6 15 
25 D 8 25 98 T 98 T 97 T 1 1 27.5 
30 D 25 D 98 T 98 T 97 T 40 T 
5 16 5 16 9 12 9 12 l l 14 6 15 
12 37 2 D 98 T 15 18 97 T 7 17.5 
7 29 7 29 27 31 18 22 13 17 7 21 
6 19 7 21 12 15 8 1 l 0 I 6 15 
26 D 7 D 16 19 55 D 97 T 12 30 
9 28 1 l 33 62 D 63 D 33 36 12 30 
12 D JO 31 23 26 24 27 26 29 12 30 
1 1 D 12 37 26 29 26 29 70 73 13 32.5 
2 7 2 8 4 7 2 5 3 6 1 2.5 
2 7 2 7 2 5 2 5 4 7 l 2.5 
2 7 2 6 5 8 3 6 3 6 2 5 
l) norm of function only 8.4 10-3 
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TABLE 
Problem A B c D 
p n c n n n n n n n nF s F s F s F s 
JO. 2 0 6 7 100 T 9 28 44 T 
10 2 l 2 3 100 T 8 25 44 T 
11 2 0 15 16 15 16 14 43 14 43 
1 1 2 I 13 14 13 14 13 40 13 40 
I I 2 2 15 16 4 D 15 46 4 D 
1 1 2 3 17 18 3 D 17 52 3 D 
12 4 0 19 20 19 20 19 96 19 96 
13 6 0 6 7 6 7 6 43 6 43 
14 2 0 - - - - 4 13 4 13 
14 3 0 - - - - 4 17 4 17 
14 4 0 - - - - 6 31 5 31 
14 5 0 - - - - 5 31 5 34 
14 6 0 
- - - - 8 D 5 39 
14 7 0 - - - - 6 D 6 59. 
14 9 0 - - - - 4 D 5 D 
16 JO 0 8 9 8 9 8 89 8 89 
16 20 0 100 T 7 13 96 T 7 153 
16 30 0 6 7 6 7 6 187 6 187 
16 40 0 7 8 7 8 7 288 7 288 
. 18 40 0 5 6 4 8 43 165 4 168 
2) norm of function only 2.0 10-5 
3) norm of function only 3.6 10-4 
4) norm of function only 1.0 10-4 
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7.15 (continued) 
E F Ga Gb H I 
n nF n nF n nF n nF n nF n ~ ·s s s s s s 
9 28 7 21 98 T 98 T 97 T 28 70 
·9 28 5 17 98 T 98 T 97 T 24 60 
14 43 13 44 24 27 22 25 22 25 13 32.5 
13 40 1 1 37 6 D 142 I 7 18 21 13 32.5 
15 46 13 42' 21 24 23 26 23 26 13 32.5 
21 67 16 51 6 D 20 23 20 23 11 27.5 
2Q 106 16 81 6 D 4 D 27 32 57 T 
6 43 4 32 15 22 14 21 0 I 8 36 
4 13 4 12 11 14 5 8 5 8 4 10 
5 21 3 13 8 D 6 10 7 1 1 4 12 
7 36 5 25 17 22 12 17 9 14 4 14 
7 D 4 27 53 D 10 16 9 15 6 24 
3 D 2 D 3 D 18 25 31 38 7 31. 5 
4 D 2 D 44 D 14 22 13 21 5 25 
l D 2 D 3 D 3 D 20 30 5 D 
6 67 2 D 1 D I D 16 27 7 45.5 
26 T 1 D I D 1 D 18 39 86 T 
6 187 2 76 I D 1 D 21 52 90 T 
25 T 2 D 1 D I D 24 65 75 T 
5 206 2 D 324' 73 6 D 15 56 5 107.5 
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TABLE 
Experimental results for testproblems 
Problem Ja Jb Ka Kb L 
p n c n ~ n ~ ns 11F n 11F n 1\· s s s s 
l 3 0 6 26 32 134 12 23 10 20 12 D 
1 5 0 7 49 50 T 10 23 7 22 45 T 
1 10 0 10 121 50 T 16 49 5 26 35 T 
1 15 0 50 T 50 T 16 60 6 38 24 T 
1 25 0 1 D 50 T 1 D 1 D 1 D 
2 2 1 16 58 6 19 8 l I 10 16 14 11 
2 2 3 6 29 7 22 8 12 8 12 20 14 
3 2 0 50 T 50 T 66 T 75 T 12 D 
3 2 1 50 T 50 T 29 41 78 T 14 D 
3 2 2 4 14 15 46 . 8 13 13 19 2 4 
3 2 3 4 20 18 55 8 12 1 1 19 20 16 
5 3 0 6 27 29 11 7 23 28 15 22 66 60 
6 2 0 5 18 8 25 I 4 10 . ) 5 6~ D 
6 2 2 25 204 50 T 8 I 1 12 16 22 D 
6 2 3 6 26 9 28 7 10 8 12 22 19 
7 2 0 33 169 18 55 23 43 20 37 14 D 
7 2 1 40 275 50 T 25 46 25 46 7 D 
8 2 1 13 102 50 T 7 10 6 10 5 8 
8 2 2 5 24 31 94 4 7 4 8 20 20 
9 2 0 10 53 35 106 2 5 7 10 6 D 
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7. 16 
d 
of set T and programs in FORTRAN 
M Na Nb Oa Ob 
n 1'F n' n ' 11p n n .ry n 11F n 11F s s s s s s s 
21 31 I 8 12 1 8 12 6 18 6 18 
31 51 1 9 15 I 9 15 17 68 17 68 
42 84 I 9 20 I 9 20 50 T 1 D 
40 T 1 10 26 1 10 26 50 T 1 D 
28 T I 10 36 I 10 36 1 D I D 
9 12 1 8 1 1 I 8 11 6 15 6 15 
10 13 1 9 13 1 9 12 6 15 5 12.5 
83 T 8 47 D 8 47 D 10 25 10 25 
83 T 2 23 D 2 23 D 19 47.5 19 47.5 
18 30 I 12 15 1 12 15 6 15 6 15 
22 30 I 12 16 I 12 15 7 17.5 7 17.5 
76 T I 11 16 I 12 16 7 21 7 21 
10 13 1 10 14 1 10 13 6 15 6 15 
83 T I 13 16 1 13 16 7 17.5 2 5 
13 16 I 9 13 1 9 12 1 I 27.5 2 5 
31 46 I 114 117 1 132 135 12 30 7 D 
78 151 2 50 D 2 50 D 1 1 28 8 D 
83 T 3 95 D 3 95 D I 3 2 5 
83 T 2 4 8 2 4 8 I 3 2 5 
19 32 1 24 27 1 24 27 2 5 3 8 
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TABLE 
Problem Ja Jb Ka Kb L 
p n c ns np ns I1p ns 11F ns 11F ns 11F 
10 2 0 50 T 50 T 87 T 87 T 8 D 
10 2 1 50 T 50 T 85 T 85 T 9 D 
11 2 0 15 46 50 T 19 34 23 41 4 D 
11 2 l 13 40 26 79 20 37 19 36 2 D 
II 2 2 28 205 50 T 20 36 23 41 17 D 
JI 2 3 27 174 50 T 22 39 21 38 2 D 
12 4 0 19 96 31 156 35 71 29 62 56 76 
13 6 0 6 43 7 50 20 32 15 33 68 D 
14 2 0 4 13 4 13 6 1 l 6 12 19 16 
14 3 0 4 17 4 17 11 19 6 13 26 24 
14 4 0 5 28 5 27 21 33 9 16 47 57 
14 5 0 4 26 4 26 27 43 11 19 70 T 
14 6 0 5 37 6 43 35 55 15 28 46 51 
14 7 0 6 54 5 44 2 D 19 36 4 D 
14 9 0 24 355 26 341 1 D 25 48 l D 
16 10 0 3 34 3 34 21 40 6 17 30 26 
16 20 0 3 64 3 64 52 93 6 28 100 T 
16 30 0 3 94 3 94 83 162 7 40 100 T 
16 40 0 4 165 4 165 160 T 35 171 100 T 
18 40 0 ,, 166 9 370 131 T 13 101 100 T 
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7. 16 (continued) 
M Na Nb Oa Ob 
n n n' n n n' n n n n n n 
s F s s F s s F s F s F 
83 T I 97 T I 97 T 16 40 15 38 
83 T 1 97 T I 97 T 17 42.S 16 40 
83 T 4 134 140 4 125 131 13 32.5 10 D 
20 23 ] 151 154 l 152 155 13 32.5 10 D 
83 T 3 l 1 D 3 I l D 13 32.5 JO D 
83 T 1 185 188 l J79 182 J l 27.5 8 D 
29 34 1 57 66 I 78 83 45 T so T 
14 35 1 30 38 1 30 37 6 27 6 27 
6 9 1 5 8 I 5 8 4 JO 4 10 
6 10 1 7 13 1 8 J4 4 12 4 J 2 
10 18 l I J 19 I 9 J4 4 J4 12 42 
lO 16 I I 1 20 I 9 15 5 20 5 20 
12 28 1 31 41 1 29 36 4 J8 
. 4 18 
15 31 1 19 30 I 1 7 25 4 20. 4 20 
22 44 l 28 41 l 3 J 41 6 36 5 30 
6 17 I 7 21 I 7 18 3 19.5 3 19.5 
5 26 I 6 28 I 6 27 3 34.5 3 34.5 
6 37 1 8 41 1 8 39 4 66 3 49.5 
8 51 1 9 51 I 9 50 7 150.5 7 150.5 
19 60 I 21 65 1 20 61 5 J07.5 5 107.5 
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reliability and we distinguish between the reliabiltiy for small problems 
d d d d (Z(R,Ts,~s)), for large problems (Z(R,Tt,~t)) and for all problems 
(Z(R,Td,~d)). In order to be able to calculate these values we give in 
table 7.15 and '7.16 the results of the programs in ALGOL 60 and FORTRAN re-
d 
spectively for the set of testproblems T 
Besides the notation that is also used in the tables 7.1 up to 7.4 the 
capital I in these tables means that the program is already terminated in 
the initializing phase because of a singular Jacobian matrix. 
As is seen in table 7.15 we do not give experimental results of programs 
A and B for solving the problems (14,n,O), n ~ 2,3,4,5,6,7,9. For these 
problems, the analytical Jacobian matrix is not available. Therefore, we 
give the reliability of the programs C up to O, which is measured with all 
problems in Td, in table 7.17. Furthermore, the reliability of all programs 
d 
measured with the problems in T except for the problems (14,n,O), 
n = 2,3,4,5,6,7,9, are given in table 7.18. 
We use the notation: 
(7.3.1) T-d = Td' {(14,n,O), n 2 3 4 5 6 7 9} 
= ' '''''. 
d -d Since we do not pretend that T or T is really a representative set of 
functions for testing the reliability we do only give one significant fig-
ure in the tables 7.17 and 7.18. From the results given in these tables, 
we can draw some simple conclusions. 
The statement, given in section 7.2, that the programs Ga, Gb, and L can 
not be considered as reasonable programs is affirmed by these results. 
Their reliability is only 0.5 or less, i.e. for at least half of the pro-
blems of Td these programs fail. Furthermore, the programs B, D and Jb 
(Newton's method with some kind of step size control) are considerably less 
reliable than its equivalent without step size control (programs A, C and 
Ja, respectively). Since step size control is incorporated to increase 
.the reliability, we must conclude that this goal is not attained and that 
these programs are not useful. The conclusion that program Ka is not use-
ful is not affirmed by the figures, but as we mentioned already, the be-
haviour of program Ka is not clear to us and we feel that there are some 
small programming errors in the code published by GRAGG & STEWART [28]. 
R Z (R Td '±'d) 
' s' s 
c 0.8 
D 0.7 
E 0.7 
F 0.7 
Ga 0.4 
Gb 0.6 
H 0.7 
I 0.9 
Ja 0.9 
Jb 0.6 
Ka 0.9 
Kb 0.9 
L 0.4 
M 0.7 
Na 0.8 
Nb 0.8 
Oa 0.9 
Ob 0.7 
TABLE 7. 17 
reliability of programs 
Z (R Td '±'d) 
' 9.,' 9., 
0.5 
0.8 
0.5 
0.3 
0.2 
0.2 
0.8 
0.3 
0.8 
0.8 
0.5 
0.8 
0.2 
0.8 
1.0 
I. 0 
0.8 
0.8 
Z (R, Td, '±'d) 
0.8 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 
0.4 
o.s 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
0.4 
0.7 
0.8 
0.8 
0.9 
0.8 
There is another conclusion that can be derived from the tables 7.17 and 
7.18. Comparing the figures for the program 0 we must conclude that pro-
gram Oa is to be preferred. Hence, the step length used in the forward 
difference formulas to approximate the elements of the Jacobian matrix 
should not be chosen as small as 10-8 if the machine precision is about 
10-14. To summarize we may say that the ALGOL 60 programs A,C,D,E,F,H and 
I are useful where A,C and I are the most reliable programs; furthermore 
the FORTRAN programs Ja,Kb,M,N and Oa are useful, where only program M is 
considerably less reliable than the other programs. 
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TABLE 7. 18 
reliability of programs 
z (R Td '¥d) -d d Z (R,fd ''¥d) R 
' s' s 
Z(R,T.Q,,'¥£) 
A 0.9 0.7 0.8 
B 0.6 0.8 0.6 
c 0.9 0.5 0.8 
D 0.6 0.8 0.7 
E 0.7 o.s 0.7 
F 0.7 0.3 0.7 
Ga 0.4 0.2 0.4 
Gb 0.5 0.2 0.4 
H 0.6 0.8 0.6 
I 0.9 0.3 0.8 
Ja 0.8 0.8 0.8 
Jb 0.5 0.8 0.6 
Ka 0.9 o.s 0.8 
Kb 0.9 0.8 0.9 
L 0.3 0.2 0.3 
M 0.6 0.8 0.6 
Na 0.7 1.0 0.8 
Nb 0.7 1.0 0.8 
Oa 0.9 0.8 0.9 
Ob 0.7 0.8 0.7 
7.4 Experiments about convergence behaviour and special features 
of the programs 
7.4.I. Convergence behaviour 
For the programs C up to I in ALGOL 60 and Ja,Ka,Kb,M,Na,Nb,Oa in 
· FORTRAN we give some diagrams to show the progress of the iteration as a 
function of the number of function evaluations. These diagrams are only 
illustrations of the performance of the various programs and, in fact, 
e e 
only for the classes of functions '¥s 2 and '¥.Q, 4 where the work done per 
iteration step can be neglected, these diagrams are illustrations of the 
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relative efficiency. Nevertheless, the diagrams are typical as illustra-
tions of the behaviour of iterative methods for solving nonlinear systems. 
The symbols used in these diagrams are explained by the following reference 
tables. 
programs in ALGOL 60: 
~ program c 
):( program D 
!:l. program E 
D program F 
* 
program Ga; 
x program Gb; 
0 program H 
0 program I 
programs in FORTRAN: 
0 program Ja; 
0 program Ka; 
* 
program Kb; 
z program M ; 
() program Na; 
):( program Nb; 
* 
program Ob. 
One can see from these diagrams, that, once convergence starts, it is 
going fast (superlinearly or even quadratically). 
Furthermore, there appears to be no reason to expect that one program is 
is more efficient to obtain the solution in a high precision than another 
program. The same holds if only low precision is required. 
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Hence, as long as the precision is not too high, relative to the round-
off error in the function and/or its Jacobian, the efficiency of the pro-
gram is not influenced by the precision required. 
7.4.2. Special properties and features 
The use of most programs is about the same. The user should provide 
the function and sometimes its Jacobian matrix, the precision required and 
sometimes some controlling parameters. For most programs the function has 
to be programmed such that for a given argument vector the whole function 
vector is calculated. However, the programs I and 0 require the programming 
of the function such that only one component of the function vector is cal-
culated for a given argument vector. This may have severe consequences for 
the efficiency of programs I and 0 when the evaluation of one component is 
almost as expensive as evaluation of the whole function vector. 
An advantage of the programs I and O, which is induced by the underlying 
algorithm, is that solution of problems for which part of the function 
components are linear can be done relatively very efficient if the function 
components are ordered in the right way. We will illustrate this feature 
by the following example. 
If we reorder the function components in problem (1,n,O) (see section 
5.1.1) such that the first (n-1) are linear and the last one is non-
linear, thus: 
n 
F. (x) = - (n+ 1) + x. + I x. i l, ... ,n - I , 1 1 j=I J n 
F (x) = - I + n x.' n j=l J 
then, this problem is solved by the program I and 0 and solution is re-
markably efficient. The difference between solving problem (1,n,0) and its 
reordered analogue with the programs I and Oa is illustrated by table 7.19. 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
0 
2 
3 
5 
10 
IS 
2S 
TABLE 7.19 
Influence of reordering function components 
such that linear ones come first for the 
programs I and 0 and problem (l,n,O) 
program I program Oa 
normal reordered normal reordered 
n nF n nF n nF s s n ~ s s 
I 2.5 4 10 I 2.5 4 10 
6 18 5 IS 6 18 5 15 
17 68 5 20 17 68 6 24 
76 T 6 39 50 T 7 46 
83 T 7 63 50 T 7 63 
I D 7 98 I D 7 98 
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The reason for this behaviour is that in the reordered case the linear 
components are treated first so that a much better approximation to the 
solution is used by the time that the nonlinear component is approximated. 
All other programs use a method of vector-wise approximation so that re-
ordering does not influence the behaviour of the program. 
However, program K has a mechanism for treating linear components 
apart. The user may define the problem function as an underdetermined linear 
system together with an underdetermined system of nonlinear equations. For 
program K the number of nonlinear equations has to be at least two. The re-
sults of using this mechanism for problem (l,n,O) are given in table 7.20. 
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~ 
(I) 
"O 
~ 
0 
3 
5 
10 
15 
25 
TABLE 7. 20 
Influence of the use of the feature 
for linear components in the programs 
Ka and Kb for problem (I,n,O) 
program Ka program Kb 
normal with feature normal with 
n nF n nF n nF n s s s s 
12 23 5 JO 10 20 5 
10 23 8 16 7 22 5 
16 49 6 13 5 26 5 
16 60 8 16 6 38 5 
I D 7 14 1 D 5 
feature 
~ 
1 I 
12 
12 
12 
12 
Clearly, the reliability of the programs I, K and 0 is influenced by the 
use of these features. When we assume that the user takes full advantage 
of these features, then we should do the same if we compute the reliability 
of these programs and we should replace the values for the programs I, Ka, 
Kb and Oa in table 7.17 by those given in table 7.21. We see from this 
table that program Oa is fully reliable if we give only one significant 
digit for these values. In fact, it failed only once by solving 40 diffi-
cultly solvable problems. As is seen from table 7.16 it failed to solve 
problem (12,4,0). This problem has a singular Jacobian matrix (rank 2) at 
the solution. 
TABLE 7. 21 
Reliability for some programs if special features are used. 
R Z (R Td '¥d) 
' s' s 
Z(R Td l!'d) 
' £' £ 
Z(R,Td ,'¥d) 
I 0.9 0.5 0.8 
Ka 0.9 0.7 0.8 
Kb 0.9 I 0.9 
Oa I 1 1 
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The last remark about the behaviour of the programs which is induced by 
the experimental results is concerning the failure detection of the pro-
grams. Most of the programs do only generate an error exit if the matrix 
of the linear system appears to be (numerically) singular. Sometimes, step 
size control (program B and D) or a resetting mechanism (program N) gives 
a possibility to detect divergence or convergence to a stationary point 
which is no solution, so that an error exit can be generated. However, we 
see from the tables 7. 15 and 7.16 that rather often the program has to be 
terminated by the user by choosing some upper bound for the number of func-
tion evaluations. Sometimes, this facility is built in in the program, so 
that the best results obtained so far are given as output, however, in 
other cases the user himself should build in a jump out of the program by 
programming the function in such a way, which is very undesirable. 
In either case, the user has to choose some upper bound on the number of 
function evaluations or iterations without having any reasonable idea about 
it, since this depends heavily on the method used and the problem to be 
solved. 
We feel that good failure exits are essential for a good program, 
however, we do not judge the given programs on this criterion in this 
report. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
8.1. General remarks 
As we mentioned before, the method of choosing a program for solving 
a system of nonlinear equations will usually be a method of trial and 
error as long as we do not know whether the problem is easily solvable. 
However, with the results given in section 7 we feel that we can give 
the user reliable information about what program he should try first and 
if it fails what will be the best to try subsequently and so on. We dis-
tinguish between the six classes of problems ~sl' ~s 2 ' ~£1' ~£2' ~£3 
and ~£4 defined in section 5.1 and we assume that the user is not able to 
determine whether his problem is easily solvable or not. Our method of 
choosing is as follows: 
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-first of all drop all programs that are not reasonable (see 
section 7.1); these are the programs B,D,Ga,Gb,Jb,Ka,L and Ob; 
-then the most efficient program in ALGOL 60 and FORTRAN is chosen; 
if two programs are equally efficient, then the most reliable is 
chosen; (we use Z (R, Td, 'Yd) from tables 7. 18 and 7. 21) ; 
-as the next choice we take the next efficient program whose relia-
bility is higher than the reliability of the program that is chosen 
first (for both ALGOL 60 and FORTRAN); 
-We repeat this process until we do not have any choice any more; 
-we will not use program C if program A can be used more efficiently 
and vice versa, since these programs are the same, except for the 
use of an analytical or approximated Jacobian matrix. 
Hence, we obt.ain for a certain class of problems a sequence of programs 
in ALGOL 60 and in FORTRAN. So, all the user has to do is to determine in 
which class his problem should be placed, to read the conclusions given 
'aoou~\ this class and to try and solve his problem with the programs in the 
order given. Only if he is not interested in efficiency he should choose 
the last program of the sequence of programs in the language he uses, 
since this is the most reliable one. 
The conclusions are based on the assumption that the user makes use of 
the features of some programs mentioned in section 7.4.2 if one or more 
of the function components are linear. 
Furthermore, it is obvious that we assume that the programs are 
used in the form as described in section 4. 
To simplify our conclusions we do not distinguish between programs Na 
and Nb. There is always a slight preference for program Nb. 
For convenience we say that a aheap Jacobian is avaiiabie if the user can 
supply analytical derivatives of the function and the evaluation is about 
as expensive as one evaluation of the function or cheaper. Furthermore, 
we formalize the notation of the sequences of programs as follows: 
· a semicolon between two programs means that one should try first the 
program mentioned before the semicolan and if it failed then one should 
try the program behind the semicolon; .;:ui. or-symbol (v) between two pro-
grams means that there is no preference between these two programs, 
the user should try one of them. So we end up with the following conclu-
sions for the various classes of problems. 
8.2. Solving small cheap pY'Oblems (~sl in section 5.1) 
Programs in ALGOL 60 : A v C v I , 
where A can only be used if analytical derivatives are available. 
Programs in FORTRAN : Oa. 
8.3. Solving small expensive problems (~s 2 in section 5.1) 
Programs in ALGOL 60 : 
if a cheap Jacobian is available then: A, otherwise: H; I. 
Programs in FORTRAN : Oa. 
8.4. Solving large very cheap problems (~£l in section 5.1) 
Programs in ALGOL 60 : A v C ; I , 
where A can only be used if analytical derivatives are available. 
Programs in FORTRAN : Ja ; Oa. 
8.5. Solving large cheap problems (~£2 in section 5.1) 
Programs in ALGOL 60 : 
if a cheap Jacobian is available then: A, 
otherwise: 
if a (defined by (7.1.1.7)) is about 1 or less then: F C, 
otherwise: H ; F ; I . 
Programs in FORTRAN N Kb Oa. 
8.6. Solving large expensive problems (~ 23 in section 5.1) 
Programs in ALGOL 60 : 
if a cheap Jacobian is available then: A, 
otherwise, if a is about I or less then: H F I , 
otherwise H ; I. 
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Programs in FORTRAN : 
if a is about l or less then: N 
otherwise: N ; Oa. 
Kb Oa , 
8.7. Solving large very expensive problems (~i4 in section 5.1) 
Programs in ALGOL 60 : 
if a cheap Jacobian is available then: A, 
otherwise: H ; I . 
Programs in FORTRAN N Oa. 
8.8. General conclusions 
We see that the following programs in ALGOL 60 are useful for having 
available (for instance in a software library): 
A, C, F, H, I. 
Except for A and C (both Newton's method) they are based on different types 
of algorithms. Program F is based on the secant algorithm, program H on the 
quasi-Newton algorithm and program I on a method of component-wise approxi-
mation. As far as programs in FORTRAN are concerned it is sufficient to 
have available: 
Ja, Kb, N, Oa. 
Here again we have Newton's method (Ja), a secant method (Kb), a quasi-
Newton method (N) and a method of component-wise approximation (Oa). 
The comparison of the programs in ALGOL 60 indicates that it might be use-
ful to have a FORTRAN-version of program A. 
Furthermore it should be noted that translation of the programs K 
and N in ALGOL 60 may change the picture and the modifications in Oa re-
lative to its analogue in ALGOL 60, program I, seems to be worth while. 
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APPENDIX 
In this appendix we give source texts of some programs which have 
been changed with respect to the text given in the references. Some of 
them are already adapted to the software library NUMA.L [39]. Some other 
programs are changed. We give these texts, mainly to show what source 
texts are tested. Therefore, source texts of programs which are not 
changed by us, can be found in literature and we did not list those here. 
Furthermore the source texts of the subroutines NEWf (program J), NONLIQ 
(program 1) and QNWf (program M) from the MSL software library are not 
listed since they are not available. 
Since some of the programs in ALGOL 60 make use of procedures de-
clared by code numbers, we will give a short explanation of their perfor-
mance. Detailed descriptions and source texts are given in NUMAL [39]. 
vecvec(l,u,shift,a,b) ; 
vecvec delivers the inner product of the vectors given in 
a[l:u] and b[l+shift : u+shift]. 
iieaZ proaedure matvec(l,u,i,a,b) ; 
matvec delivers the inner product of the vector given in 
b[l:u] and the row-vector given in a[i:i,l:u]. 
real proaedu:t'e tamvec(l,u,j,a,b) ; 
proaedu:t'e 
proaedure 
procedu:r>e 
tatTIVec delivers the inner product of the vector given in 
b[l:u] and the column-vector given in a[l:u,j:j]. 
dupvec(l,u,s,a,b) ; 
dupvec duplicates the vector given in b[l+s u+s] to a[l:u]. 
elmvec(l,u,s,a,b,x) ; 
elmvec adds x times the vector given in b[l+s u+s] 
to the vecor given in a[l:u]. 
elmcolvec(l,u,j,a,b,x) ; 
elmcolvec adds x times the vector given in b[l:u] to the 
column-vector given in a[l:u,j:j]. 
procedure gsssol(a,n,aux,b) 
gsssol solves the linear system of order n, whose matrix is 
given in a[l:n,l:n] and whose right-hand side is given in 
b[l:n]. The solution is overwritten on b[l:n]. The matrix 
elements are overwritten. In the auxiliary array aux one 
should give in aux [2] the precision of arithmetic and in 
aux [4] some controlling parameter (advised value 8). The 
rank of the matrix is delivered in aux [3]. 
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The parameter lists of the tested procedures in ALGOL 60 are made as uni-
formly as possible. The parameters have the following meaning: 
n order of system ; 
x the initial guess as input and the solution as output 
f the functionvector; on exit the functionvector at the calcu-
lated solution 
funct 
j acobian: 
a boolean type procedure; 
boolean procedure funct(n,x,f) the parameters have the same 
meaning as above and the program is terminated if the proce-
dure delivers false for some argument vector ; 
a procedure for calculating the Jacobian matrix 
procedure jacobian(n,x,f ,jac,funct) 
the Jacobian matrix is delivered in jac[l:n,l:n] 
the other parameters have the same meaning as above 
in some auxiliary array to provide tolerance and values for 
control parameters (input) ; 
out some auxiliary array in which some by-products are delivered; 
For the programs E up to I out [5] -=I 0 means that no solution 
is found; for the programs A up to D out [6] F 6,4 means that 
no solution is found. 
Since the given texts are not really intended for use, but only to vali-
date our conclusions and to show what changes are made to the original 
source texts, we assume that the short description above will be suffi-
cient. 
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"COMMENTi NEWTONS METHOD, PROGRAM A OR Cs 
"PROCEDUR~n PRQGRAM,A(N, X, F, FUNCT, JACOBIAN, IN, OUT)s 
"VALUE" N, ~INTEGER".Nt 
"ARRAY• X, Fa JN, OUTt 
"800~fAN" wPRQCEDURE; 'UNCTs 
"PROCEDUR[w JACOBIAN; 
"BEG%N" "iNTEGER" TEXT, IT, ITMAX, FEV•L. FEVALMAXr 
"REAL• R~ •. RELTOLPAR, ABSTOLPAR, ABSTOLRES, STAp, NORMXs 
"800LE4N•_TE3fTHf1 . . . 
•ARlhy11 JACctaN • 1,11Nl, SOLt1 I fllJ, AUX!t I 'flt 
"R!ALniPRoeEDURE~ VECV!CCL. u, SHi,t. ,., 8)1 "CODE" 140101 
•PROC~DURi~ DUPVFC<L, u, s. A, Ble •coo,• 11010, 
~PROC[OURE.~ ELMV!"C fL• U, S, A, B, lC) 1 "CODE" :$4'020 r 
91 PROCEOURE" GSSSCL(A, N, AUX, 8)1 "CODE~ 342121 
~800L~4N~~PffOfEOURE" LOC.FUNCT(N, X, F>1 
~VA~UE~ Nt."iNTEG~R" Ns "A~R~Y" x,~F• 
•B!GlN" Loe ,UNCTa• TEST THFa• FUNCTCN, x, F) 
. •iNo• TEST TMr1 FEVALi• FEVAL + 1 
"END• LOC FUNCTJ 
ITMAxi, FEViLMAXi• INC4l• ~uxt21i1 N * IN[OJ. 
AUXt"'··· ~· ~ELTnLPA.Ri• INrq ** 2, A88!0L~ARi• IN[2l ** 2• 
A8ST9LRESg11_I~r11 *• 2, TEXT•• ~· TEST THFI• •TRUE•s 
8TAPc, OUTftJ a• tJUTt'J ill OUTt7l 1• OJ 
FUNCTc~, x. $QL)1 RN111 V~CVEC(l, N. o, SOL, SOL)t 
OUTt:uu,SCIBTcRN,, F'EVAL&•. 1• . 
"FOR• IT llf ~, IT. + 1 "WHILE" IT cm IT MAX "AND" 
. ,FEV6L.c,FFVALMAX "DO" 
•B[GI~~ ~UTJ,11•.ETs JACOBIAN(N, x. SOL, JAC, LocrUNCTJ1 
"If• ·~OJ" T~~T THr "TH[N" 
"8[GlN~ r~xT11 l• "00 To• FAIL "ENO"t 
GSsSOLcJAC, ~- AUX, SOL)I . 
"IE".AU.[)J 'N •THEN""BEGIN" TEXTS• ts "GO TO" FAIL "END"r 
ST4P3~ VECVEC!~t N, o. SOL, SOL)s 
NOe~x.,, VECVE~c1, N, o, x. X)t, 
•IF~ IJAe > R!LTOLPAR •_NORMX t ABSTOLPAR 
. •OR~ IT • ! ~ANO" 8TAP > 0 "THEN" . 
"BE~lN~ ~LMVEr.(1, N1 O, X, SOL, • l>t FEV4Lla FEVAL + lr 
•l'" •NOT" FUNCTCN, x, F> "THEN" 
•a,GtNw TE~T'a 2t •Go TO• FAIL "FND"t 
RNaa VECVEr.(1, N, o, F, Fl1 
~IF" R~ <•.~'STOLRES "T~EN". 
~BEGI~" TEXTJ• 4t IT~AXI• IT."END" 
"~L@t" OUP~EC(1, N, 01 SOL, F) 
"END" ~TtRATJPN ANO TESTS "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" TEXT&• •1 ITHAX1• IT "ENO" 
•ENO" OF iTERATioNS3 
FAIL 1 
OUTt1JJ• 8QRTCST4F'l1 9UTt2J111 SQRTCRN)J OUTC4JS• FEVAL1 
OUT UtJ •• T!XTt OllT rel SIB AUX [ll. OUT [q) Iii ALIX [5] 
"END 11 PROGRAM Aa 
"COMMENT". ~EWTONS MEiHOO WITH STEP SIZE CONTROL, PROGRAMS B AND Dr 
•PROCEQURE• .PRQG~AM R(N, X. F, fUNCT, JACOBIAN. IN, OUT)s 
"VALUE" Nt •IN!EGER 11 NI 
11 ARRH 11 x •.. rr. JN. ouf, . 
•BOO~EAN" ~PRQCEOURE~ F'UNCTs 
"PROCEDURE" JACOBIAN1 
"BEGtN" tiiNTEG!13il I,.J, INR, MiT, TEXT, 
tT, IJMAX, INRMA~, TIM, FE\IAL, FEl/A.L.MAX1 
"REAL• RHo. REil. RES2, RN, REL.TOL~AR 1 ABSTOLPAR1 ABSTOLRES1 ST~P1 .. N!JR"IX1 ~ .. 
"BOOLE~N"_CQ~Y• TE~TTHF, DAMPING O~! . 
"ARRAV" JAC [1 &N + 1,1 INl, PR. FU2, SOU! s ~Jl, AUX tl I 711 
11 Rl!:ALilifPRQ~EDUR(n VECVE'CCL. u, SHIFT• A, Blt 11 CODE" l4010r 
11 PROC~DURE~ DUF'VfC(L., U, S, A, 6)1 11 COO~" 31030s 
"PROC~DURE" EL.MVFC~L., U, S, A. 1 a, X)1 "COOE 11 l40201 
"PROCEDURE" GSSSnLCA, N, AUX, 8)1 "COD~· l42l2• 
"BOOL~~Nit'ilpBOCEDllRE" LOC FUNCTcN, )(, F') 1 
11 1/AL.U~" N1_ "lNTEG~R" Nt "ARRP" X,J1 
"BEG!~" ~oc FVNCygs TEST THfJS FUN~TCN. )(, F> 
"ANO" TEST iHFt ,EVAL1a FEVAL + 1 
11 END 11 LOC l'UNCTJ 
ITMAXim FEVALHAXi111 IN t4l r AUX t2l i• N * IN IOJ 1 TtMi:: IN 171 J AUXtG~ia ~· RELinLPAR~a IN!1J ~* ~1 ABSTOLPA.Ria INC2l ** 21 
ABSTO~~E81• 1Nl3t ** 21 INRMAX1• I~Cbl I 
OUPv~cn. 111, 9• i:'R· X)t -· 
iEXT1w 81_Mp111 !H HST THFa•. "TRU~"I . 
RES21, STAPgll 0U'l'.C1l f• OUTC5H• 0UTC7l II: or 
FUNCTc~, X, S9Llt RNt~ V~C\l~C(1, N1 o, S9L• SOL.)J 
PUTtl1111.SQ~TcRN11 FEVAL•~ 1• DAMPING ON1• "F~LSE"r 
"FOR" IT1s 1. Ii + 1 "WHILF" IT <a ITMAX "ANO" 
.. FEij6~.<.F~VALMAX 11 09" 
"BEGI~ 11 0UTC51•• IT1 JACOBIAN(N, x, SOL, JAc. LoCFUNCT>1 
"IF" s TtST.T~F "THEN" 
"BEGIN~ T~XT11 31 11 GO TO• fAIL "EN0"1 
GSs~OLCJAC. ~- AUX, SOL1r 
11 If 11 A~Xj)l .P ~ "THEN" 
"8EGJN11 i~XT1, 11 "GC To• FAIL "ENO"r 
STA~l•_VEC\/Etri. N,_o, ~OL, SOL>r 
RHgu if.NQRH)(a• \IECVECtl. N, 9• x, x>r 
"IF~ SJA!_> RfLTOLPAR •_NO~MX t A8$TOLPAR 
. "OR~ .IT• ! 11 ~NO" STAP ~ 0 11 THFN 11 
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"BEqlN!•FQ~" iN~1• o, .IHR + 1 
"WMJL~••IF" JNR •.l •THEN• DAMPIN~ ON "OR" RES2 >•RN 
. "~L$t~ : CONV "ANO• (RN <• RfSl "OR" RESl < RES1) •oo~ 
"B!GlN~•CQM~tNT" DAMPING STO~t WHEN 
RO > Rl •AND" Rl <• R2 CBEST RESVLT IS X11 Rl) 
wtT~ xi. XO t.I *ox, is• 1, .s. ~25, ,125, ETC. 
RHOJ' RHO I ?1 "IF" INR > 0 "THEN" 
w&EGIN" RESll• RE82t DUPVECC11 N, 01 F, FUl)J 
OAMPTNG ONi• INR > 1 
·~NOiit 
;,OR" Ii• 1 "STEP# 1 •UNTIL" N "DO• 
• PRCitj• Xtil ~RHO • 30L.CI1 l . JiaT THF1• FUNCT(N, PR, FU2)J FEVALI• FEVAL + 11 
•tF" "NnT• TEST THF "THEN" 
~BE(;jN• .. T~XTil!I. 21 •GO TO ii FAIL. "ENo• t . 
Rrs21• VECVECc1. N, o, FUZ, FU2)t cONV1• INR >: INRMAX 
iENQii_OAMPJ~G OF STEP VECTORt 
"IF• CONV •THEN" 
iiBE~INii•co~M!NT• RESIDUE CONSJANTt MITi: HIT t 1r 
"IF" HIT c TIM ~THEN" CONV1• "FALS[" 
iENo• iifLSFii MITi• 01 
~IFw. i~R ) j •THEN" . _ . 
"B!GI~· RHQ&• RHO .. 21 ELMVtCct, Nr 0, x, SOL, • RHO)J 
. ~~.~· RE~lt "IF• INR,. 2 "THf'N" OUT[7JI• IT 
•END""El.SE• 
wBEGIN" OUPVECC1, N, Q, X, PR)t RNia RfS2r 
OUPVEC(i, N, o, F. FU2) 
MfNoii1 
itFw R~ <•.~'STOLRES 11T~EN" . 
•BEGIN" TfXT1• 4t ITMAX1• IT "END•"ELSE" 
MIF" CONV RAND" INRMAX > 0 •THEN• 
~BEQt~ii TE~Ti• 51 IT~AX~• It.•END" 
"~LSE" oUPVEC(1, N1 o, SOL, rl . 
"[~0" JTIRATJnN WITH ~AMPING AND. TESTS "ELSE• 
•BEGIN~.TEXT1• 6s RH01• 11 tTMAX1• IT •END• 
"END• O~ ITERATIONSJ 
FAIL i 
DUTtuj• oQRTCSTiel •RH01 OUT[21i• SQ~TCRN)t OUTtCIJi• FEVAL.r 
OUT t•t ,. nn, OllT [81 •• AUX UJ t OUT [4'J .. AU)( [5J 
•ENOii l'ROGRAM Bt 
11 COMM£NT 11 DISCRETIZEO NEWTON METHOD OF PANKIEWICZ, PROGRAM E1 
11 F>ROC!DURE11 PROGRAM ErN, x, f, FUNCT, I'll, oun, 
11 VA~UE 11 NtH"lNf!GER" NJ "ARRAV" X, F, I~. OUTr 
11 BOOL.EAN 11 ~PROC!OURE 11 _FUNCT1 . 
"COMMENT" ALGOR!THM 378 FROM CACM ev w. PAN~IEWlcZ, ALGOR 378 SOLVES 
A SVST[~ OF NONLINEAR EQUATIONSs 
"BEGIN" 
"REAL" nPROC!OURE 11 VECVEC(L,U,S,A,8)1 "COD[" 34010r 
"INTEGER .. lipRQCEOUaE" "HELIN, (N, H, -i, EPs, y. z>. 
11
.VAl.UE" N, 11• W, EPS1 "INTEGER" NJ "REAL." H, w, EF>S1 
"ARRAY~ y, Z• 
"BEGIN 11 "INTEGER" M, I, 1<1 "REAL" ALPHA, R1 "BOOLEAN" 811 B2r 
"ARRAV" i ci i N, 1 1 N + u, v c1 i NJ, •uxc1ir11 
"PROcEDUa£" GSS~OL CA. N, AUX, B)t 
"C00E 11 34n2t 
11 PROCEQUBf:ii_c;AU~$ (U, A, Ylt "lNTEGER",Ur "ARRAY" A, Y1 
"BEGIN" 1q~TE~E1'" I, Ja 11 ARRAV" HA. [1 1 U, 1 I UJ, HY [1 I UJ J 
"~OR" ~1• 1 ~STEP" 1 "UNT;L 11 U 11 00 11 
"eE(flN" ,HV. [TJ .. A CI, _u + ll 1 
11 FOR 11 JI~ 1 "STEP" t "UNTIL" U 
. 
11 poii HA ti, J1i• A JI, Jl, 
"E:ND"1.AUXCZU• 11 •10• AUXtlllu 81 
GUSOI,, CHA, U. AUX, HY)' . 
"lP'" .. AU~ [~J .. < U 11 THEN 11 11 GOT0 11 ERRORS 
"fOR 11 I111 1 11 STEP" 1 "UNTIL" U 11 00" Y CI] t• Hy CIJ 
11 t:N011 J . 
11 PROttDURE" rccx,F>• 
"ARRAY" X• ,., 
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"BEGI~" CNTaf CNT + 11 
"lf' 11 C~T > I~ Jl!l "THElll" 
"8tGIN 11 .NI~Lf~sa • 41 11 GOT0 11 ENO "fND": 
11 IF 11 2 FUNCT (N, X, F) "THEN" 
"GDTOii ALARH 
"END11 FCr 
Mi• OJ . ' 
POCUTEKa lhu nTRLIE 11 t FC:CV,Zl; 
11 FOR~ 1~9 i iST~r• 1. "UNTIL" N "00". 
"BEGIN" A, [I, N t 11 a• Rs• z til I Ra• ABS (R)r 
Bia• Bl i4NO" R c EPSJ 
"!ND"• 
11 IF 11 81 ifHENi wGOTO" KONIECr 
11 FOR~ Ii.,i jST~P" 1 "UNTIL" N "00" 
11 BEGPI" Rll!' y en I y [ll 111 R + Ht FC ('(, Z)' 
"FOR" K1• 1 nSTEP" 1 "UNTIL" N ilo0 11 A CK, IJ p: Z [Kl r 
Ytili•R 
"!ND;t 
GAUS~ (N, A, V)~ ALPHAi• ts 
"'ORi; lt• i iSTfP" 1 •UNTIL." N 11 00 11 A.LPHAia AL?HA • V Cil s 
"lF" ALPHA • 0 11 THEN" "GOTO" ALPHt ALPHA1• H I ALPHA; 
"FORw_Iit j MSTF,P" 1 "UNTIL" N 
"90 11 '1. lJJ 1• 'I rtl • V Cil * ALPHA1 Hia H * Wt 
MUM,+U .• 
"GOTO" PQCZ~TEI<\ 
KONIE~1 .NlE~l~r• M1 "GOTO" ENOt 
ALARMJ ~IELJNJ• • !t 11 GOT0 11 ENDJ 
ERRO~a ~IELI~1•.• ~t "GOTO• ENDJ 
ALPHa N1ELtN,• • ~· 
ENn1 our (4] u M + OUT [411 
"END" NIELIN1 
11 If\ITEG~R~ TEL, CNT: ITT1 
OUT till ••OJ 
TfLJ• c~r·· Ot • 
REPEATS ITTI• NH:LIN rN, IN cql. IN ttOJ, IN [1], x, F)I TEL~• T~~ ~ ii . 
•tF• ~I!T • ~ 2 "O~• ITT • • 3) "AND• TEL < 3 
"THEM• ~GQTQ" .. aEPE~Tt . 
"I'" ITJ ~ O ~T~EN! OUT [Slss 0 "ELS!" OUTCSJi•~ITTs 
our ttl ,. SQRT lVEtVEC c1, N. o, x. ~))' 
OUT [2lp• IQRT cVEt:VEC (1, N, 0 1 F, ,-))J OUT t3ll• CNT1 
OUT [~]'II T[L 
wENO• PRO~AAM Ee 
"tOMMENT 11 MOOjFIED GENERALIZED $EC~NT METHOD. PROGRAM Fr 
11 PROCEOURE 11 P~QGRAM,Fc"l ... X. F, f'UNcT. XN. OUT), 
"VALUE" NJ 9 lNTEGER 11 NI "ARRAY" X, F. IN, OUTJ 
11 B00lEANn "PRotEOURE~ FU~CTs . . 
ntOMMENTn ALGoRITMM.t~ F~OH COMPUTING BY H. SCHWETLICK, 
ALGOR 12 SOLVrs A SYSTEM 0' NON LINEAR [QUlTtDNS, 
11 8EGIN" 
•PROC!OURE; ,U ~N,X.FiJ1 "VALUEi NJ 11 INTEGER" NJ 
11,U:UUY 11 X,f~I . _ 
"BEGIN" CN!tfC~Ttlt • , 
11 IF• INT > JN [4] "THEN 11 "8fGIN 11 OUH5J .. ,., "GOTO"' Lill 11 EN0"J 
"IF" FuNCTrN,X,FAl 11 THEN 11 "BEGIN" Ot.IT[5l t•'Sr "GOTO" I.II "ENO"J 
•END" f'UJ _ . 
•REAL• 11 PR0CEDURE 11 VEr.V[tCL.u.s.A,5>• 11 CODE• l1101nr 
"REAL" RESi ~INTEGER" t"IT,IT,I1 "ARRAVn Y t1iNH 
.. swITcH• 01v1•L1~ ~2,.Llr •PROCEDURE~ Rf~ULACO,FU.EPS.PIVOT,IMAX) TRANSi cx.v> EXIT! <OIV)J 
•VALUE" 01rPS.PIVOT.IM4Xr 
"INTEGER• o,IMA~t 
•REA~" EPS 4 PIVOTt 
•ARRAY• X1X'I 
•PROCEDURE• FU, 
•SWITCH" oiv1 ' ' -
MBfGIN" "l~TEGER• I.J.K,L,P,Q,NR,KMAX1 
11 REAL.• ;.H1 
"BOOLEAN! TUT' " . "ARRAY 11 .~F i11ol ,DE1TACt19, 110) 1 "INTEGEB~ "AR~AY 11 PERM[t1Dl1 
"~OMMENT~ B~STI~MU~G VPN KMAXs 
Ka• OJ 1;11• 9! Gp1 !.NC1.E:i!80l'5989l/Dt 
"FOR" K1• K+t "WHII E" G >• H "00" 
·eEGtN• Hi• Gt Gi• LN((SQRT(cK+2) * 5t5) + K+l) * o.5)/(KtO) "END~ Ki. 
IOf~XIS ~·2r 
FU(D1X1f l J .• 
•COMMENT• lT~RATIONJBtGINNt 
•FOR• Li• 1 •STEP".1 •UNTIL• IHAX "00" 
IO:l 
•BEGIN" "COMMENT" AERECHNUNG DER STEtGUNG DELTAr 
"FOR" Kia D •sr~'" •1 "UNTIL" 1 "oo" 
"BEGi".1" Gt! Y [Kt • ~ [l<J t X (Kl i11 Y [Kl J 
'vco.x.fF), TEST•• "TRYE"J 
CORRa 11 FoR 11 J•=-1 "ST~P· t "UNTIL" o "DO" 
"BEGIN" H:: F"F [IJ • F [Il I 
"Ifn_A~S(~) t ABSCGl • ABS(Hl "THEN" 
"BEGtN" "rOMHENT" KORREKTUR VON xr 
"Ir" • trsT •THEN" ii~Ec;IN'ii OUT C4l i•Lr "~OTO" DlV cq 11 ENO"' 
Ga•YJK1 * EPS + ~~s * EPS1 X(Kl1•XCKl-G1 FUCD,X,f)r 
)([I<] U Y [Kl I TESTt• 11 f"ALSE" J "GOTO" CORR 
"END" KORREKTURt 
DELTACI.K1i• H/G1 Felli• FF'Cil 
"tNDtt I 
"ENO" Kt 
"COM~ENJ~ QR~IEfKZERLEGUN~ VON DE~TAJ , 
11 FOR~ Kf• 1 ~STfP" 1 ~UNTIL• 0 "00" PERM [KJ 1: KJ 
"F'OR11 Pia 1 wSTFP" 1 "UNTIL" 0•1 "00" 
•BE <Pi N 11 .. H J ' 0 I .. 
"fOR• ~1•,P !STEP" 1 "~NTIL" D "00" 
"eEGI~~ Gt• ~B~COELTAtK,PJ >r 
"lF" G > H "THEN" 
"~!GiN• Hia G1 Qia K "!NO" 
·~~D" ~IVOTSVCHfr 
"IF" H .. c ABS[PJVOTl "T~EN" 
"!)~GIN" OUT tqJ 1~L1 "GOTO" DIV ti!l "F.ND" t 
Neu P!~M[QJ,, Hs• 1/0ELTAtQ,P)1 • 
•FOR" l<as 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 0 11 00" FF[I(] as DELTA [Q,KJ s 
J' D 1• ' - . . . 
"FOR" ~a•O "1TEP 11 •1 "UNTIL" p ~00" 
"aEGlN" "IF" I•Q "THEN" "GOTO" W~lTER1 "Fp~~ Kisi.•sTEP" 1 11 UNTtL• P•l "00" 
0,L TA [J,Kll•DEL TA tI.Kl 1 
Gia QELjArJ,Plu DE~Utt,Pl * H1 
"Fo~~ Kia ~+1 "STEP~ 1 'UNTfL" o •oow 
DELTACJ,Kl 1• OELTACl,KJ • FFCKl *Gr 
PERI!! [J] Ill PERM tll r Ja• J•l 1 
WE?rnu "ENO" Is 
•roR• .KJ• i ~STEP• 1 "UNTIL" D •oo• OELTA[P,Kl•• ''tK! I 
Pr;RMtttJ 18' NR. 
"ENO• PaQ~EIECK7ERL£GUNG1 
•coM~!NT• ,,~FfNITfAATION; 
•FOR~ i1,.o •$TfP~ I "UNTIL" KHAX. 11 00" 
"8EG1N" ."if" J ~ 0 "THEN" FU(Q,Y,F)t 
"~OR• ~··.t ~STEP" 1 ·v~TI~· 0 •oo• 
11 9lGJN• J1• PERH!KJ1 FFCKJI• FCJl 
~iND" K4 PEA~UTATXON DER A£CHT£N 8fIT£1 •cOMME~r· !L!MINATION DER RECHT[N 8EITE1 ·~oA• P.••,2 ~STEP• 1 8 UNTIL" 0 11 00" 
"&!GlN" H&• FF[PJr "FQ~a Ki•.1 •STEP" t "UNTIL" P•I "00" HI• H • OlLTAtP,Kl 
* Fr (KJ I FF CPl 1 • H ·~NO~ ~. N • 
"FOR• P1• D •ST[P" •t MUNT?L 11 1 11 00• •er~tw•.Hi' iFJPlr . 
"FO~" Kl•.P+l "STEP• 1 "UNTIL" 0 "00" HI• H•OElTAtP,KJ 
* F~[KJ1 FF[Pls• H/OflTAtP,PJ 
"fNOW '• ELININAT?ON DER R!CHT!N SEITEr 
"eO~MENT•.•BeRUCHTESTJ . R,s1~SQ~TcYErivtcc1.D.o.r,F))t TfSTs• RES<• INt1J 1 9 f0R~ ~1•. 1 ~$TEP• 1,•UNTll~ O "00" . , "B!<;I~~ Hs• FF 00 J Gt• X tKJ J• V[Kl 1 Gpr Y [I<} u G•HJ 
"IF• AB.(H) > ABSCEPS * G> + ABS(fPS) "THEN" T~iTi• "FiLSE• 
•f~P".Ks. . . 
"!F" T!'§T "T~EN• "GOTOn SCHlUSS 
•fNOw I. STUFENTTERATIONs 
"[ND" 1,.; _ . 
OUT t4J 11L"l t "lf0T0 1 OIV tll I ICH~USSa OUT[~! 1•8QRT(VEeVECc1.o.o.F.F))f OUTC4li•L 
•END• R!GULAJ 
MFOR~ Ii• i "Sf~P~ 1 •uNTil" N noo• . Hll•• xn1. ft+ INJ8)) + INte.l• CNTs• OJ 
REGUL..ACN, FU, tNC8J, HHOJ, INt4J, X, V, DlV)S ,OUTt5ll~ o, "~a+o· L4i 
lp OUTt!IJ J• 11 •GOTO~ l!,11 
L2, OUTt5lJ• ~· •GOTO" Lgr 
l}1 OUT C5J •• ll 11 GOT0• ltq 
LU OUTttll• s~RT(VECVEC(l, N, o. Y, Y))r OUTC3li• CNT 
11 £N0 11 FROGRAM Fa 
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RCOMMENT" MET~OO OF DULLFY ANO PITTEWAY, BASED ON GENERALIZED SECANT 
METHOD, PROGRAM G1 
~PROCEDURE" PROGRAM ~~N, X, F, FUNtT, IN, OUT)t "VALUE" N1 "INTEGER" ~, 
"ARRAY• X, F,~INa OUT1 "~OOLEAN" "~ROCEDUR[" FUNCT1 
11 BEGtN 11 "REAL• "PROCEOURF" VECVEC(L, U, !, A, B)t "COOE 11 34010s 
•PROCEOURE~.r,[;. Xll NARRAY" F, Xs 
"BEGIN" "lF" FUNCTCN. X, f) "THEN" "BE~IN~ outrsJi• 5. "GOTO• rXT "EN0•1 
CNTaa CNT t lf. "l~" CNT > INt4l "THEN" 
"BE,INn ourtsla• 4J "GOTO" EXT "ENO" 
11 EN0" FCs 
"INTEGER" cNT, COUNTJ "ARRAY" ACCESTtli~l r 
"PROCEOUREw NDiNVT(FUNCTIONS,INiTSTEP,ERROR,tYcLES,X,F,ACClST,NlJ "VALUE~ Nt iPRO~EDURE• FUNCTIONSs "REAL" INITSTEP,ERRDRt 
nINTEGER" ~YCLES,N1 "ARRAY" X,F,ACCEST1 
"BEGIN" "Rt8L" WORK,SUMSQRES,PREVRESs 
"INTEGER~ t.~1 
"BOOLEAN• SWIT~~r ~· . 
"ARRAY" PREVFr11Nl.COPYOELFttaN,11NJ,DELX,DELF[11N,11N+ll, 4uxc1lt11. _ . 
"PROCE~u~t~_GS.OL(!·~·AUX,B)a ~CODE" l4232r. 
AUXt2Jaa••tot AUXCqJn81 COUNTs•Ot SUMSQRE81•1":S01 
,UNCTlONSCeR~VF,X)1. 
"FOR• ~ia $ ~STEP" 1, "UNTIL• N "00" 
11 B!'GIN•.~UlJ! xrz1 + INITSHPt 
FUNCfIO~SCf.~ll... . 
"'OR~ ~I• 1."8ff.P~ 1 "UNTIL" N "00" 
•BEOp~• O!Lf.'U,JJ1a FCJJ "'PR!VF[Jlt 
"cOMMtNT 9 IFWTHE R[MAR~ OF VA~OERGRAFT ANO MESZTENVI SMOULD 
8[ lNCO~P9RATf0, THEN THE LAST STAT!MENT SHOULD START WtTH 
O~LFC~.tlf• .J 
DgL.X [l,Jl 1• Of 
•lND~_OIF~ERtNCIN~ INITIAL POINT1 
D!LXJI1IJ1s lNIT3TEPJ 
XtlJ~, XUJ • l~ITSTEF's 
"ENO" S[TTING UP TME INITIAL MATRIX OF POINTS1 
ITERArEi 
SWITCHiir "TRUE"1 
PR!VR~Saa 8UMSQRES1 
TRUGAlN; 
11 FOR 11 ~a' 1 ~STEP 11 l 11 UNTIL" N 11 00" 
"BEGIN" F CJl 111 PREvF Cil J 
"l"OR; J1111 i iiSTFP" 1 "UNTIL." N 11 00" COPVDELFCI,Jl 1a DELFCI,Jl 
"END" COPYING DElf FOR DESTRUCTIVE USE IN PROCEDURE EQNSOLVEJ 
GSSOl..(CQ~VD~Lfi'.NoAllXeF">J "Ifio AUXtl)cN "THEN" "GOTO" INLINEs 
SUMSlilREf u. o ~ 
"FOR" la• i ~STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "00 11 
•BEGIN 11 ttWO~KI! Qr . . 
11 FOR11 Jes 1 11 STrP" 1 "UNTIL" N 11 00" 
WOFU<j111 WORI< ~ DrtLXCl,JJ • F[JJ1 ACC!STCilis WORl<t 
XCll 1a xp1 + WoR1<1 
SUM8QRt8aa.$UMSCRiS t WOR~ * WORK 
"END 11 .CAL.CULATJON nf NEXT POINTJ 
COUNTa• COUNT + 11 
FUNCTIO~S CF, l() 1. . . 
"11' 11 COUNT> CYCLES 11 THEN" "BEGIN• OUT[Sl 1•'!1 "GOTO" EXIT "END"J 
"l'" SUMSQ~E~ ~ ERROR * ERRO~ ~AND" (ERROR >_0_ 11 9R" .SUMSQRES > PREVRES) "THEN" 
11 B!'GXN 11 our [5] gllOt 11 GOT0 11 EXIT "EN0 11 1 
"FOR 11 ~ia 1.~STEP" 1."UNTIL" N "00" 
"BEGIN" lllORKu F Cii • PREVF CIJ t 
PREVf, Clt i• F tll ,; . 
•FOR~ Jam N •$Tf.~" !1 "UNTIL" 1 ~00" 
"BEG.IN" tl!'.L~P 1 i1+1l u D!LXCJ,Jl • ACCEST[IJ 1 
D~LFC1,J+1la111 DELFn,J1 • WORK. 
"[ND~ C~L~UL.Tl9N OF NEW Dl,FERENCESt 
DEL.X p dJ p1 ~·c~e:n Cll 1 
Ofl..F[I,tJ•• ~wo,K 
"ENO" MgVlN~.POINT! UP ONE PLACE IN TABLESr 
11 GOT0 11 tTERATEt 
INLINe:i . 
"FOR• Ii• t "eTEP~ 1 "UNTIL",N 11 00" 
"IEGlN" .DELXJI.Nl I! DELXJI,N+1l J 
D!L.FJlaNJ If DEl..f,tI,NtlJ 
11 EN0 11 9IS,AROJNG ALTERNATIVE POINT1 
$WITCH11. S~ITCHt . 
"IF" SWITCH "THEN" OUTtSl 11111 "ELSE" "GOTO" TRYAGAIN1 
t:XITI .. _ 
•END" Nl)lNvT s 
CNTia Oa.NoINVtiH. Ib!Ul• INl2l,.INt4J, x, ;, ACCEST1 N)1 
[)(Ta OUTtil 11111_ 3GIRT<YECV~CC1s N, o, ACCUT, ACCE$T)) 1 
OUTt3J l'J CNTB OUT[2J aia SQRTCVECVECCl, N, 01 F. F)) 1 
.. OUT["J~s COUNT 
11 END" !PROGRAM Gs 
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"COMMENT" QUASI;NE~TON METHOD OF 8ROYDIN. PROGRAM Hr 
nPROCE~UR[" PRQGRAM H(N, X, F, FUNCT, tN. OUT)r 
"VALUE" N, "INTEGER" Nr "ARRAY" x, r. IN. our, 
naOOLEAN 1 "PROCEDURE" FUNCT1 
•BEGIN" 1 jNTEG!~~ I, J, FCOUNT, MAXF. ERR, IT1 
nR[AL~.s~. TOLRE~, RELTOL, AB~TOL, R~St 
"ARIU:t" y. p, y t11Nl I H C1tN, 11Nl I 
"SWITCH" LABELr• L81, LB2, LB3, L84, LBS• 
•REAL; "PROfEOUR~" VECVEC(L, U, S, A, B)J "CODE" 34010r 
"REAL; "PROCEOUR~" MATVEC(~, U, t, A, B)I "CODE" 34011r 
"REAL; 1 PRQCEDURFn TAHVEC(L, U, l, ~. B)t "CODE" 340121 
"PROCEDURE~ OUPVfCCL, U, S, A, 8lt "COO~" 310301 
"PRQC[OUR[~ ELMVFCCL1 U, S, A, B, X)I "CODE" 340201 
•PROC£0URE 11 ELMCOLVECCL, U, I, A, B, Xls "CODE" 34022; 
"PROC[OURE" ~TEP(TP1, TP2)1 "VALUE" TPt, TPzr 
"lNTEG~R".Tpt, TP,2t . 
"BEGIN" "i~!EGERn Is "REAL~ see, "ARRAY" SB[lzN] I 
Et,.MVEtrt• N, Q, X, P, l)t 
DuPVEt~1, N, 04 V, FlJ fUNCTCN, X, Flt 
FtOUNfJ! f'COlJNT + 1 J 
D~PVEcq. N, o. Y, F>r. 
E~MVEcq. N, .. o. v, v. •l)r 
"f0R" I 1• 1, "STEP" ~ "UNTIL" N •00" 
"BEGIN" SBBu SBCllp1 MATV!:Cc1. N, I. H, Yl1 
Vt!lia SRB • PCil 
"[~0"1. 
S&&ll'iVECVECCl,, N, O, SB4 P) f 
"1F" S~.• 0 ~THEN" "GOTO" LABELCTP2l t 
•r,OR•. I1fl.1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "00" 
ELMCOl,.VEC(t, N, I, H, V, •TAMVE'.CO, N, I, H, P 
) I SA l 
11 END• .. f TEP.t . . . 
RELTOLU INC1J t ABSTOL1• l"'IC2l t TOLRESu INOJ 1 
MAXFif IN[iJl1 _ . . • . 
FUNCTcN, x, ~)I 'COUNTS• 1~ ITa• ERR1• 01 
11 FOR•.~1• 1 ~STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "00 11 
11 B!GI~R P.rtt•• o, HtI,XJu 11 ' 
"FOR" ~1• I + 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "00" 
H[%,JU• tilJ!IlB• O 
11 END" I~IT1A~IAZATIONJ . 
~FOR" ~I• .t ~STte" 1 "UNTIL" N "00" 
11 8!GI~~ ~tI!•• "•b * ABSCXtll) + "•10S STEPcS, U)J 
. Pell•• o _ -
11 £No•_~ALCVL~TlON OF INITIAL ITERATION MATRIXr 
REPEA Ta I TJ 1J11 I! t 1 J _ . 
"FOR" Ia• 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "00 11 
PtIJJ" •MATVECCl: "l, t, H, F>J 
$TE~C3, 22' . • .. 
RESa•,SQRTCVECVE~(l, N, o, r, F))J 
"I"" 5QRTcncve:c11. N, o. P, P)) c 
SQRTCVECVE~Ct,, N, Q, X, X)l * RELTOL + ABSTOL "AND" 
RES c TOLRES 11 THFN 11 "GOTO" fXITr 
"l'•.FCOUNT c MAXF' •THEN" nGOTO" REPEATs 
LB1t ERRJ• 11 ~GOTO" EXlTr 
LBiJ ERRf • St "GOTO" EXIT1 
LBll ERR•• 21 ~GOTO" EXITJ 
LB4' ERRJs ~1 "GOTO" EXlTJ 
LBS1,ERR1~_7, "GOTO" EXITJ. 
EXIT1 OUTCJll!.SQRTCVECVECq, ~' o, P, P))1 OUT(2Jsa RESr 
OUT tlJ t• FCOUNTJ OUT [41 :• ITI OUT [~I&• ERR 
"ENO" PROGRAM Mt 
"COMMfNT~ BRO~NS M!THOO OF COMPONENT•WISE APPROXIHATION, 
PROGRp4 I J 
11 PROCtQURfli .. PRQGIUM l,N, X. Ha P'UCQM, IN, OUTls 
"VALLI~" ~e."INTE!';ER" Ne ~ARRAY" x. FA, JN, OUT1 "800L~AN~ "PROCEQURE" FUCOMJ 
"C0MM~NT 11 A~GORI~HM l1b FRQM CACM BY K~M: BROWN, 
AL~0~.11• SOtV!S A SYSJEM OF NON LIN[AR EQUATlONSJ 
"BEGl~" "INrEGER~ I,J,K,M,yffMP,Jsue.KM,tX,KPLUS,TALl.V,TIM,CNT, 
M~XlTA tRRe FMAXt 
"~£AL~ F,H.HoLD,FPLUS,oERMAX,TEST,FACTOR,PT,HCOE,XI,TM, 
Rf;l TOL. ~eno1.. . . . . 
"INTf:G~R 11 11 ARRAV 11 PQINTERtia~,t;~l .JSUB!1sNJ' 
11 ARRAV 11 T[MP,PARTtiaNJ.COEtHN.taN + tl 1 
"SEAL~ •PR0Cf0URE".VftVEC(L, U, I, ,t, B)J "COD[" 34010t 
~~ROeEDURE" ~UPVECCL, U, S, A, B)J "CODE" ltOlOJ 
"f!ROt:EDURE" l!'LMVECCI ... y, S, A, ,B, li'.)S "CODE" J4020s 
"e~OCEqU~~" ~ACK SUBSTtKlJ 11 VALU!" K' "INTEGER" 1<1 
11 8[G!Nn nINT,G!R 11 KH,KMAX 1 JSUBs 11 REAL" XKMAXJ ~~ORj KHi• K,"ST!P; ~ l "YNTIL" 2 ~00 11 
"8!G%N 11 ~MAXIS ISUBtKM • 111 XKMAXI• 01. 
"FOR" Ja111 KM "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "0011 
iieEGTN" JfUBt111 POI~TER [KM, JJ t 
XKMAXgm XKMAX + CO![KM • 1,JSUsl * XtJSUBl 
11 ENOii r 
.~[Kf-'AXli• XKMAX t COE[KM • 11N i. 11 
"ENl,) 11 
11 (N0 11 IUCK StlBST 9 
"PROCEDURE" THEORFU(N, K, x, ,,, "VALUE" N, K1 
lijNT~G~R" N, Kl 11 Rp.1. 11 Ft "ARRA'!'~ X1 
"e!G~~ff CNTs~ e~T + 11 llIF• CNT > F~AX "THEN" 
"Q~GIN" FRR:~ 1J 11 GOT0 11 E~IT "ENO"r 
vi!F·,;, :r FUCOMCN, K, .X. F) "THEN" . 
"ee:GIN" irFH~i· 2s "GOTO" EXIT "FNO"s FA [Kl p1 F 
"END" THf ORFIJ, 
R[LTQLi1 INC\l1 ABSTOLi111 INtll1 . 
FMAX u IN [I.I], MAX IT p1 IN [I.I) t i! I N s ERR u CNT U 0 I 
nFORN Mi•~\ "STEP" 1,"UNTIL~ MAX ir "DO" 
"i!GiNi i~OR~ JI• 1 "STEP" l "UNTIL" N "DO" 
PQYNTER ti • Jl i111 JJ . , 
"FORi K~~ l WST~P" 1 "UNTIL" N "00" 
"BEGIN" ~IF" K > 1 "THEN" SA~K suesrcK>r 
THEQRFU(N 1 K,X 1 F)t FACTORas "•lt 
AGAINi TALL V3s OJ, 
11fQRn It• K "STEP" 1 nUNTIL" N nDQ" 
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"BEGT~" ITEHPia POINT!RtKdl 1 HOLDS• XCITEMPI J Ha• FACT9R * HOL9s "IF" H • 0 "THEN" Ha• FACTORs 
~[ITEMP~t• HOL.O t Hr 
"IF" K > 1 "THEN" SACK SU8ST(K)s fH~ORFU(N,~,X,Fl'~US)r 
PTI• PARTtITEMPl 8111 CFPLUS • F) I H S ~tITEMPJi•HOLOr. 
"IF" A!S(F I PT) > "20 "THEN" TALLV1• TALLY + l 
iiEND"s 
nlF".TALL Y > ~ • K "THEN" 
"BEGJN" FACTQRf•,F~CTQR t 10s 
"lF" FACTOR > .5 "THEN" 
lieEGIN" ERR~• 4J "GOTO" EXIT "END"s 
"GOTO" AIUIN "~NOii I 
"IF" K s N "THEN• 
"BEGjN" "I~" A8~CPT) • 0 "THEN" 
"BFGJN" ER~·· ,, "soTO" EXIT NEND"r 
. HCOEa• 09 KMAX11 ITEMPt "GOTO" ENO K 
"END 11 s 
KHAXi, POI~T~R!K,KJJ D!RMAXi• ABSCPART[KMAXJ )J KPLUU• I< + l J "FOR~ ~i• K ~LUS "STEP" 1 "UNTIL".N "00" 
"BEGTN" J$U81111 POINT!RCK,I1 r TEST111 ABSCPARTCJSU8l) J 
"IF" TEST c OERMAX "THEN" 
P,oINTERCl<PLUS,JJ i,JSUB "ELSE" . 
11 BEGIN" QERHAXn H:STJ P'OINTER[KPL.US,IJ z• l<MAXJ KMA)( Ill JSUB 
'ii ENO" 
~tNQils • 
~?F".D!RMAX.• Q "THEN" 
~BEG~N".ERR1• lr "GOTO" EXIT "END"r 
t$UBJKl•• KMAX1 HCOE1~ Ot 
~FOR~ Js• KP~US "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "00" 
"S[GJN" JSUBt• ~OINTER CKPL.USaJl r PTi• PART CJSUBJ J t:OEC~1JSUBJ1• •PT I PARTCl<MAXJ1 
.. ~COE1s HCOE +PT t XCJSUBJ 
"~ND!t . 
END I<& Hc;OE1• COEt1<,N + l] ia (HCOE • n I PART[KMAXJ + X [l<MAXl 
"~Noli l<J. • _ 
XJ~~Al<laa_HCOEt "lf." N > 1 "THEN" BACKSUBST(N)1 
"tF" M.•.• 1 "THEN" "GOTO~ JU~PJ E~~V!CC1a N, O, TEMP, X, •1)1 
"IF~.SQR~CVECVEC<1 1 N, o, TEMP, TEMP)) c ~QRTCVEC~ECC1, N, o, X, Xll * RELTOL + ABSTOL ~THEN" "~qTO" EXIT1 
JµMP~ DUPVECr1. N, o, TEMP, X)r 
"OD~ ~· _ 
Exni 01,1Tttlp1 'QRT(VECVECOt ~· o, TEMP, TEMP))J 
ourtll J• CNT.J Nt OUTt!$l •• ERR1 OuTt4J1a 11 tF 11 ERR• 0 ~THEN" M + 2 "ELSE" M + 1 
"ENO" PROGRAM Ir 
